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Dear reader,

Letter from the Editor

The undercurrents of our lives’ progressive trajectories are knowledge and achievement. A
causal relation exists between the two; we cannot perform doing without knowing. In the quest
for life’s further achievements, a new path of knowledge must first be trekked.
It can be difficult to confront our own ignorance to begin the quest for knowledge, but each
article of this issue encourages us to come to terms with our own intellectual shortcomings and
come to know something that we thought we knew. Whether it is healthcare coverage for transgender individuals, the overwhelming attitudes toward AIDS, the reasons others derive pleasure
from harming others, or thinking we know ourselves or someone, each piece invites us to revisit
something that our mind convinces us that we understand. The rewards of this accepted invitation
become immediately present when one finds the haunting beauty in scientific lab work or the next
steps necessary to ensure that the health of transgender individuals is not limited by members of
the healthcare community’s own shortcomings in knowledge. In order to grow and progress, the
catalyst must be the choice to actively embark on a new journey down a new path.
In the spirit of Forbes & Fifth, this takes up the ethos of the last issue of the journal. My
predecessor, Lucas Grasha, invited readers to “evade expectations and embark on discovery”.
With this issue, we have asked of readers what we always ask, but the results and rewards extend
further into new and exciting realms. By coming to terms with our own aforementioned shortcomings and beginning our discoveries in the last issue, we may finally begin to reap the benefits
of this self-confrontation that will lead to an achievement, one beautiful and diverse in its nature.
I thank you for joining us on this journey, and enjoy our “beautiful monster”.
With my gratitude and best wishes,
		
		

Lucas Zenobi
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Dear reader,

Letter from the Designer

I have had the unique privilege of spending the past semester in the Forbes & Fifth laboratory.
Under the steady guidance of our Editor-in-Chief, Lucas Zenobi, we have experimented. There
has been trial and error, dissection and resurrection of submissions, and the ultimate result is this
monster of an issue. The thirteenth volume is a unique behemoth, featuring more art than ever and
a selection of writing that I believe invites us to reflect on who we are.
Rather than dismissing benevolent versus monstorous nature our writers examine it with
nuance. Monica Silny investigates under what conditions we embrace or reject truth. Abhignya
Mallepalli and Erin McKenney want to know why we are willing to cause pain. Cassidy Snyder
uncovers a place where light quietly exists, while Thomas Freitag points out where we can do better. These are only a few of the many brilliant pieces that encourage us to dig deep.
We all have a little bit of monster in us. We are built up of the things we know, the places we
have been, and the people we surround ourselves with; what else can we call the amalgamation of
who we are than monstorous? It is whether we nurture this monster into something grotesque or
beautiful that matters. It is my hope that my work with Forbes & Fifth has continued the journal’s
legacy of nurturing beauty.
Lastly, I owe profuse gratitude to Maria Heines, this issue’s assistant designer. She has
stuck with me through the bona, the naff and the neese (thank you also to Tony Hackett for the
delightful turn of Polari phrase). I have been lucky to work with someone so eager to learn,
diligent in their work, and incredibly supportive. Without you, this beautiful monster would have
been a lot uglier. The journal could not be in better artistic hands going forward.
Read, reflect, and enjoy,

Sydney Brooks
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While it is unlikely that the utterance of a phrase

been raised as to the form and function of “Gayspeak”2

like, “with my ogles, I varda one hot dish of chicken…

and its modern manifestations. Despite the appearance

he’s one hell of an omi-polone hoofer”, would be met

of conversation, dialogue has remained sparse, and

by anything other than confused, blank stares today,

scholars on each side have failed to place their work

this was not always the case. In fact, responses might

relative to others, resulting in countless crucially im-

have ranged from furrowed brows to undone trousers

portant questions about the nature of language and

in 1960’s Britain, as the ability to comprehend what

power remaining without adequate answer.

appeared to be a distinctly English-adjacent language

For years, these questions have guided the inqui-

spoke volumes about one’s social status. The lan-

ries of linguists, historians, anthropologists, and those

guage, known as Polari, was weaponized by gay men1

studying media and popular culture. Despite the rela-

during a time of immense social and legal persecution

tive preponderance of conversation, little has been said

surrounding homosexuality and was used in large part

about Polari as a language system (Baker, 2002, p. 39).

by those who sought sex and companionship without

That is, few have viewed Polari, in Baker’s words, as

drawing potentially hostile attention. Enabling speak-

encompassing both linguistic items and precipitat-

ers to quickly identify those who were “in the know”,

ing “social contexts, mores, and motivations” (2002,

Polari operated as a form of code-speaking whose lin-

p. 39). It is for this reason that scholars have failed

guistic exclusivity afforded a degree of safety during

to reach consensus about the effectiveness of the lan-

an era of uncertainty.

guage and the ultimate impact that it had on non-nor-

However, the language’s intentionally narrow scale

mative genders and sexualities. An investigation of

and scope has left many to wonder about its social im-

Polari thus requires that one conceive of the language

plications. Some, for example, have taken to interper-

as enmeshed within broader networks of power and

sonal analyses and examined how Polari became an

control; one must conceptualize language itself as be-

undeniable hallmark of gay identity during the period

ing shaped by an individual’s relationship to broader

of its use (Kulick, 2000; Raban, 1973). Studying the

sociopolitical institutions. Viewed under this more ho-

complex interplay between language, performance,

listic framework, Polari emerges as a historical artifact

affect, and identity, scholars have raised important

that was just as much about survival as it was sex.

questions about the larger effect that Polari has had

A view of Polari that takes into account the social

on the stereotypical gay identity. Other scholars have

and political circumstances of its emergence suggests

taken more structural approaches and inquired about

that it was a useful tactic in navigating oppressive con-

the social dynamics informing the processes of both

ditions. I explore the ways in which the coded nature

exclusion and acceptance, as well as about the contexts

of Polari enabled speakers to “go undercover” and

affecting Polari’s use (Livia & Hall, 1997; Johnstone,

avoid discrimination. More importantly, I consider

1997). On both sides of this debate, questions have

the degree to which Polari helped to normalize certain

1
While there is undoubted difficulty in ascribing a single definition to this term, I use “gay” most
generally to refer to homosexually-identified men.

2
This is a term used by scholars to refer broadly to the discourses between homosexually-identifying individuals.
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aspects of the gay identity and argue that its secrecy

franca4 that blends together Romani, Yiddish, Italian,

played a crucial role in the creation of a gay subculture.

backslang, cant, and Cockney rhyming slang5 (Han-

An essential element of “queer performativity”, Polari

cock, 1984; Lucas, 1997). A “linguistic mongrel”, Po-

subverted gendered and sexual norms, while allowing

lari’s most nascent form was spoken by the discontents

for the expression of identity in ways that would have

of Elizabethan society—namely, travelers, vagrants,

been otherwise suppressed given the circumstances.

and thieves (Quinion, 1984). The language was later

This project will therefore contribute to both lay and

picked up by performers and members of the traveling

intellectual understandings of gay identity and its per-

circus, who, due to their social and political disenfran-

formative enactment. Drawing on the work of political

chisement, added to the language a great bit of slang

and social theorist Judith Butler, my work sheds light

as well as a general contempt of political institutions

on how stereotypes are both done and undone and how

(Burke, 1995). The language underwent several itera-

language itself might be a tool used by and against

tions, each time evolving in both form and function,

dominant power structures. I supplement historical

before it was eventually passed on to gay men, drag

and archival work with my own primary research in

queens, and lesbians during the latter half of the twen-

order to better understand the lasting effects of this

tieth century (Baker, 2002). In fact, it is for this reason

“forgotten” language. This provides sociolinguistic

that some might argue that Polari was more of an an-

and behavioral insight into action in spite of repres-

ti-language than a language at all, as it was produced

sive circumstances. It is in this way that this project

by and for the social periphery, and it enabled the con-

unearths how language itself might be used for mobili-

tainment of a unique social class (Halliday, 1976).

zation, solidarity, and survival.

The Binnie-Hale of Brighton Pier3 : Polari
and its History

Due in large part to the mid-century surge of arrests associated with homosexuality (Halsey, 1972,
p. 533), there was increased need for secrecy in the

As could be expected from a language with se-

gay community, and Polari gained newfound attention.

crecy as its intent, not much is known about Polari’s

Polari was first popularized on the radio show, Round

emergence, or as Polari-speakers might say, the “Bin-

the Horne, which featured two effeminate male leads,

nie-Hale” of “Brighton Pier” (“The Story of Queers”).

named Julian and Sandy. Every Sunday afternoon, the

However, Polari’s unique linguistic items provide im-

duo parodied popular culture, performed musicals and

mense insight into the language’s far deeper historical

4
Lingua franca is a term widely used by linguists and scholars to describe a language that can be
mutually-perceived by two parties speaking different
languages. Some argue that the relationship between
the romance languages makes them a European lingua franca.
5
Backslang transforms normal English by
reading the individual letters of words backwards –
i.e. “hair” becomes “riah”. Cant is the slang associated with thieves, vagrants, and criminals, and Cockney
rhyming slang is a humorous form of language based
on English rhyme and rhythm.

origins. Examining the language’s grammar, syntax,
and lexicon, linguists have determined that Polari was
influenced by a diverse set of languages, subcultures,
and dialects. It is, as Dr. Ian Hancock argues, a lingua

3
According to Alywin’s Load of Cockney
Cobblers, this Polari translates roughly to: “A
story about queers” (Alywin, 1973).
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sketch comedy, and in many ways, portrayed what

cussing the season’s latest fashion trends, or gesticu-

is traditionally thought of as “camp” culture6. The

lating wildly. This simultaneously provided comedic

sassy pair spoke in a variant of Polari taught to them

relief for its heterosexual listeners and social support

by the urban theater community in London, and their

for its homosexual ones. While it was interpreted as

performance drew on stereotypes of gay men during

a light-hearted source of humor to some, to others it

the period. Fleeing and criticizing the law, gossiping

acted as a model for covert homosexual comportment.

incessantly, and cloaking their language in layers of
euphemisms, Julian and Sandy were “implicitly gay”.

Barneying Betty Bracelets7 :

The Subversive Potential of Polari

Despite the rigidity of gendered and sexual norms

While constantly changing, Polari and its attendant

during the period, they received wild support across

sense of secrecy enabled individuals to safely navigate

demographics (Meyer, 1994). However, it is precise-

the heteronormativity of daily life. Moreover, it exacted

ly because of these norms that many gay men were

an institutional critique through what some might call

driven to live in secrecy, and it is no surprise then that

the “Barneying of Betty Bracelets” or simply “fighting

they mimicked the show’s use of Polari to communi-

the police”. This quiet rebellion occurred in tandem

cate. Round the Horne, as well as popular renderings

with the increased criminalization of homosexuality in

more broadly, depicted Julian and Sandy in ways that

Britain and was partially the result of a trend toward

exaggerated their femininity, as demonstrated in Fig-

urbanization, which put gay men into unprecedented

ure 1. In fact, one can almost imagine them insulting

proximity (Mellor, 1983). Despite their physical close-

someone’s dreadfully “naff riah”, flamboyantly dis-

ness, the fear of repercussions forced many to remain
in hiding (Baker, 2002). During a time when men were
forced to find each other in increasingly undetectable
ways (Baker, 2002), Polari became an answer, as it
was familiar to a large number of homosexual men
who listened to Round the Horne, and its coded nature
enabled them to converse in ways that were unintelligible to outsiders (Barrett, 2017). The ability to “drop
in a few words” and see if “they were picked up” by
the listener enabled gay men to safely and secretly find
others who were “in the know” (Leap, 1996, p. 49).
Because of the language’s exclusive nature, many gay

Figure 1. Cover of the 1976 Julian and Sandy LP.
6
While camp itself is a tradition with a storied
history, it is often referred to as the cultural emphasis
on humor, sass, and femininity with regard to homosexuality.

men gained a new sense of freedom, as they were able
to find each other for sex or companionship without
fear (Hancock, 1984; Barrett, 2017).
7
According to Alywin’s Load of Cockney Cobblers, this translates roughly to: “Fighting the Police”
(Alywin, 1973).
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However, gay men met for much more than just

by twentieth century British society, instead choosing

casual sex. In fact, many used Polari as a tool to co-

to affirm an otherwise deviant and subjugated identi-

alesce, forming independent networks of both platonic

ty. For this reason, Rodgers contends that Polari and

and sexual relationships. Beyond gay bars, clubs, and

gay slang more generally housed the potential to both

stores in the “urban underworld”, Polari dramatically

promote group cohesion as well as “constitute a form

widened the scope of the community-building effort

of social protest” (Rodgers, 1972, p. 146). Acting in

and connected many with an otherwise non-existent

ways incongruous to the social order enabled Polari

sub-cultural group (Baker, 2002). Because it was only

speakers to decry the stigmatization of homosexuality,

passed via word of mouth, the language was treated as

constantly renegotiating their interactions with others

a rite of passage for new members of the gay commu-

and the state.

nity, and it acted as a bridge for many to join the larger

By making more prevalent what had for so long

in-group (Brougham & Baker, 2016). Similar to Dr.

been treated as a crime or disease, Polari was a sub-

Ben Rampton’s concept of “crossing”, this form of ini-

versive act that enabled individuals to normalize a

tiation dually acted to “enculturate” as well as enable

sub-cultural group. Informing much of gay subcul-

movement across otherwise unmalleable social bound-

ture during the period, Polari was an essential element

aries (Rampton, 1995). Thus, Polari acted as a conduit

in the development of a “camp” gay identity (Lucas,

for the establishment of what anthropologists and eth-

1997). While the language’s lexicon was ever-evolv-

nographers have termed fictive kin ; it made it possi-

ing in order to stay one step ahead, many of its icon-

ble to share strategies and secrets for surviving life in

ic words and phrases were either sexually explicit or

the urban metropolis (Allen, 2011). For example, one

derisive of the police, who had come to be made fun

might share information about a new joint opening up

of as an act of resistance. Calling police officers who

downtown, advance knowledge of an impending po-

sought to arrest them names like “Hilda Handcuffs”

lice raid, or simple advice and, in doing so, aid in the

and “Betty Bracelets”, Polari speakers used a humor-

collective continuance of the community. Polari thus

ous and playful form of joking to enact more subver-

became an essential tool by which individuals were

sive social critiques. Speaking dismissively was one

able to eschew institutionalized social norms and in-

means of inverting repressive conditions, as it turned

stead operate in accordance with their own wants and

stigma into something both beautiful and defiant. The

needs.

resulting “camp” acted as a “cultural economy” that

8

It is for this reason that the “code-switching” afford-

served to “challenge…legitimate definitions of taste

ed to Polari speakers more broadly acted as a means

and sexuality” (Ross, 1993, p. 74). As a result, Polari

of institutional defiance that both facilitated and en-

was a way by which individuals were able to refuse

couraged criminal homosexual acts in subtle ways.

the imposition of the label of victim or criminal and

The language enabled what was considered to be taboo

instead redefine what it meant to be a gay man.

8
This term is used by sociologists and anthropologists to describe familial relationships that are not
dependent on blood-based ties.
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While Polari has been widely lauded for bringing with it this new sense of representation for the gay

community, some have critiqued it as going “too far”

I instead argue that Polari played an essential role in

and stereotyping the gay male identity. By emphasizing

the normalization of the gay identity by allowing indi-

aspects of what Leap suggests is colloquially thought

viduals to navigate gay performance and culture. Even

of as “women’s language”, Polari represented a depar-

though little has been written about Polari specifically,

ture from the gendered linguistic norms that existed

existing literature gives credence to the semiotic po-

in Britain at the time (Leap, 1996, p. xiv). Indeed, the

tential inherent to broader systems of camp and Gay-

politics of “turn taking, narrative style, cohesion, and

speak (Leap, 1996). In other words, the language’s

avoidance of interruptions” inverted expectations of

use in and of itself rechoreographed social relations by

language use, ultimately informing gay culture more

experimenting with the social expectations surround-

broadly and allowing men to express themselves with

ing the body and performance. In his analysis of gay

a newfound sense of freedom (Leap, 1996, p. xiv). As

culture, language, and literature, Scott Long discerns

Burton demonstrates, the majority of men who spoke

that these expressions were indeed a “moral activi-

Polari attempted to imitate the speaking style of Julian

ty” whose playfulness and sense of humor took “on

and Sandy and thus acted in similarly effeminate ways

the burden of society’s contradictions” (1993, p. 90).

(Baker, 2002; Burton, 1979). Popular understandings

Similarly, Polari speakers parodied their own margin-

of Polari, then, commonly associated the language with

alized social status by both bringing attention to their

both femininity and a sense of humor (Baker, 2002).

exclusion and re-narrativizing it to “reconstruct real-

It is with this association in mind that sociolin-

ity” on their own terms through irony and their own

guistic scholar Rusty Barrett argues that despite Po-

self-deprecation (Baker, 2002, p. 76). By the same to-

lari bringing representation to an otherwise subjugated

ken, Barrett argues that such instances of gay dialogue

identity, it did so only for a “specific type of individual

are transformative for the listener as well, concluding

within that category” (Barrett, 2017, p. 119). With its

that Gayspeak denaturalizes the easy binary between

lexical emphasis on sexual innuendo and its popular

essentially feminine and masculine forms of language

“campy” performance, Polari privileged certain gay

(2017). It forces the listener to reconceptualize the

identities by “prototyping” still-salient aspects of gay

relationships between language, biological sex, and

culture (Whittle, 1994). Some scholars argue that this

gender performance (Barrett, 2017). For this reason,

ultimately ended in the “self-ghettoization” of the gay

Polari remained an essential factor in the renegotiation

community by making the distinction between gay and

of gay identity and its expression for both the speaker

straight evident during a time when integration was

and the listener.

still high on the revolutionary agenda (Cox and Fay,

This also enabled individuals to renegotiate other-

1994). While it is widely acknowledged that Polari had

wise contested identities on the discursive level. Oc-

a crucial role in normalizing the gay identity, various

cupying what Judith Butler has termed a “performa-

scholars argue that it did so in an exclusive way by

tivity” of queerness, I theorize that Polari upends the

prioritizing certain expressions of gender and sexuality

social expectations of gender expression that are often

at the expense of others.

held without question (Butler, 2014; Leap, p. 161). In
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her analysis of gender and political theory, Butler ar-

Although a once well-kept secret, Polari has re-

gued performativity, or “the act that one does, the act

mained all but forgotten today. Whether manifest in

that one performs”, is “an act that’s been going on be-

discourse between gay individuals on the internet,

fore one arrived on the scene” (Butler, 1988, p. 277).

or in the existence of entire disciplines, the influence

She argues that repeated stylization of the body and

of Polari has been recognized by both linguists and

one’s outside interactions constitute performances and

non-linguists alike. Despite its implications on un-

that these could be used in support of or opposition to

derstandings of language, gender, sexuality, and per-

hegemonic thought (Butler, 1988). Similarly, via both

formance more broadly, Polari has perhaps remained

the “displacement of expectations” and the “disrup-

most important for revealing the relationships between

tion of the ordinary”, Polari, in many ways, spoke gay

identity and culture.

space into being and undid the very foundations for
hegemonic thought (Butler, 2014).

Polari thus appears as a means by which individuals were able to renegotiate what it meant to be gay

In this way, Polari came to both inform and make

for both themselves and for their communities. By

accessible the gay subcultures of the era and enabled

“switching codes”, gay men were able to rechoreo-

the coalescence of new individuals and values. It rep-

graph the normative world order, all the while rede-

resented a form of symbolic protest against heteronor-

fining the language and how it was used. Equally true,

mativity, questioning the inflexibility of normative so-

though, and often unnoticed is the inverse. That is, the

cial categories (Leap, 1996, p. 162). “Connecting the

language and its use came to reflect the lives of gay

self, sexuality, and power”, Polari, can then be seen

men, guiding their interactions with others and the

as “polyvocal” in that it emanates from and has ef-

world more broadly in processes not unlike those that

fects on several distinct sources (Leap, 1996, p. 162).

persist today.

It is an arrangement whose enactment creates “local

And thus, when we conceive of Polari and other

forms of normativity” alongside pockets of new so-

forms of code-speak, we are conceiving of much more

cial meaning, both of which seek to redefine the tradi-

than a mere form of communication. We are conceiv-

tional world order (Barrett, 2017, p. 225). Polari as a

ing of social re-scripting, of survival strategies, and of

language system thus represented far more than mere

identity creation and re-creation. We are conceiving of

sexual euphemism and street innuendo. Instead, it was

language as an instrument with the power to captivate,

a “performative assertion” (Barrett, 2017, p. 225) that

to collectivize, to constrain, and to construct.

questioned the gendered assumptions that underlie so-

And yet we are also conceiving of both a mirror

cial and cultural maxims as well as a statement about

and a guide for social progress, offering immense in-

gay life and society.

sight into survival through the bona, the naff, and the

Nishta-Nanto that! : Remembering
9

Polari

9
According to the Polari Dictionary, this
phrase translates roughly to: “Don’t forget that!”
(Denning, 2007).
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meese.10
10
According to the Polari Dictionary, this
phrase translates roughly to: “The good, the bad, and
the ugly” (Denning, 2007).
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Addressing
Current
Issues
in Healthcare for
Transgender
Individuals
Thomas
Freitag
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In a society that has long struggled to

of societal barriers in addition to those they

shake off the effects of discrimination and

encounter within medicine. According to the

disenfranchisement,

to

National Center for Transgender Equality, more

our institutions to act as neutral mediators,

than 60% of trans individuals have experienced

unbiased by constructs of race, gender, class, or

serious acts of discrimination, which include

experience. Yet we have found that our public

eviction, loss of jobs, sexual or physical assault,

services, our courts, and our bureaucracies have

and incarceration on the basis of their gender

often functioned with prejudice. Medicine is no

identity or expression (Grant, Mottet, & Tanis,

different. Despite taking an oath which states

2015). Up to 50% of transgender people have

that, “warmth, sympathy, and understanding

experienced sexual violence, a proportion

may outweigh the surgeon’s knife”, and a

that is markedly higher than their cisgender2

culture that promises fair and equal treatment,

counterparts (Transgender Rates of Violence,

history and controversy have long attested to the

2012). Trans individuals are also up to four

reality of medical discrimination (Tyson, 2001).

times more likely to live in poverty (Kellaway,

Much like many other groups dealing with

2015).

disenfranchisement, the transgender community

exacerbates issues that disenfranchise them,

has frequently faced such injustice. Despite the

such as substance abuse, social immobility,

trans experience having a close relationship

and violence (Kellaway, 2015). The barriers of

with modern medicine, which was intensified by

societal discrimination, economic instability,

the advent of sex reassignment surgery1 in the

and physical danger leave trans individuals

early 20th century, the system has often failed

vulnerable to exploitation and compound the

this community. Sadly, medical professionals

problems they face while attempting to access

have contributed to the disenfranchisement

healthcare.

we

have

looked

and disparate health outcomes of a group that
already faces sociocultural persecution.

Background

Transgender individuals often face a number
It should be noted that many transgender
and gender nonconforming individuals prefer
terminology such as “gender-affirming procedures”
instead of “sex reassignment surgery”. This term
was used due to its greater understanding in the
vernacular of the general public.
1

This

financial

insecurity

further

From a medical perspective, trans individuals
suffer from depressingly bleak health outcomes.
They are almost ten times as likely as the general
population to attempt suicide, with almost half
of all trans people attempting suicide during
Cisgender refers to those whose sense of gender
identity corresponds with the sex they were
assigned at birth
2
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their lifetime (Testa, Sciacca, Wang, Hendricks

health disparities is difficult, but addressing the

& Goldblum, 2012). Depending on factors such

problematic barriers that are present in clinical

as racial demographic and education level, trans

and professional environments is an important

people may have life expectancies as low as 30

first step towards changing this issue.

years, in contrast to the average global lifespan

Methodology

of over 70 (Murphy, 2012). Due to economic

New York City provided the perfect

instability and employment discrimination,

opportunity to explore and understand the

trans people are often forced into “off the book”

experiences of those who work with transgender

occupations, such as prostitution. Around 11%

populations in clinical settings, bureaucratic

of those responding to the National Transgender

capacities, or engage in academic research on

Discrimination Survey have participated in

the topic. Over the course of a week in NYC, I

sex work (Grant et al., 2015). These issues,

conducted interviews with practicing physicians,

along with a vulnerability to sexual assault

professors, and other experts who could provide

and a lack of proper sex education resources,

insights into the issues faced by the trans

contribute to high HIV infection rates in trans

community in medical settings. Each interview

communities, which are up to three times the

was 30-60 minutes and conducted in relatively

national average (Clark, Babu, Wiewel, Opoku,

informal settings. I asked experts a variety of

& Crepaz, 2016). To compound this, HIV/

open-ended questions focused on their concerns

AIDS programs fail to effectively address the

about the relationship between physicians and

needs of trans people, as it has been found

their transgender patients, the experiences of

that transgender HIV-positive patients were

those disclosing their gender identity to medical

less likely to be virally suppressed than their

professionals, the advancement of LGBTQIA+

cisgendered counterparts (National Healthcare

issues in clinical and professional settings, and

Disparities Report, 2013). Viral suppression is

the effects that discrimination could have on

the successful use of antiretroviral medication

patients in need of care.

to keep the viral load of an HIV-positive patient
below detectable levels and is considered a

Inclusivity of the Clinical
Practitioner

benchmark of successful ongoing treatment of

I interviewed Dr. Mark Courey, the Division

the disease (National Healthcare Disparities

Chief of Laryngology at Mount Sinai Medical

Report, 2013). Dealing with the numerous and

Center. Dr. Courey is experienced in procedures

complex factors that have contributed to these
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including vocal feminization/masculinization,3

it may not last, as many fear that the Trump

which are pursued by many trans patients over

Administration’s push to empower a Division

the course of their transition care. He reflected

of Conscience and Religious Freedom in the

on the fact that many professionals in the field

Department of Health and Human Services

were uninformed or even dismissive of trans

could re-invigorate such blatant discrimination

identities, remarking that even those involved

(Kodjak, 2018). The experiences of Dr. Courey

directly in trans care had been accosted for

and his contemporaries reflect the inadequate

ignorant comments (Dr. Mark Courey, personal

inclusivity on the part of some physicians.

communication, March 5, 2018). Between

Around half of trans people report having to

misgendering4 and directly criticizing the

educate their own doctors on trans medical care,

interests of trans individuals pursuing surgical

a statistic reflected by the lack of education

interventions, it seems that a fundamental

many professionals receive on the issue (Grant

barrier to effective care is having informed and

et al., 2015). Outside of the doctor’s office,

respectful physicians. This issue has serious

the administrative elements of the American

consequences which can extend to outright

healthcare system produce similar issues.

discrimination. Up to 1 in 5 transgender or
gender

non-conforming

individuals

have

Inclusivity of Insurance/

Administrative Professionals

experienced refusal of care due to their gender

The administrative and insurance elements

identity (Grant et al., 2015). Historically,

of healthcare suffer many of the problems

this denial had been acceptable. Up until the

experienced on the clinical side. I interviewed

Affordable Care Act’s major provisions were

Cris Benjamin, a billing specialist working at

enacted in 2014, many physicians held the right

Mount Sinai, who talked about lengthy battles

to exclude care on such grounds (Health Care

with insurance providers to ensure clients

Reform and LGBTQ People, 2018). Though

received proper coverage. The American

this legislative protection has been valuable,

Medical Association, whose authority on

Vocal feminization/masculinization may combine
both a surgical change to one’s vocal chords as well
as behavioral therapy to help introduce stereotypical
male or female inflections into speech patterns.
4
Misgendering is the process of referring to someone
with pronouns that do not reflect the gender with
which they identify. In some cases, this may be done
intentionally by those who refuse to recognize the
identities of transgender or non binary individuals.
3

medical ethics and practice is supported by its
status as the largest organization of medical
professionals in the United States, explicitly
outlines policies that emphasize the importance
of transition care in Resolution 122. The
resolution states, “An established body of
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medical research demonstrates the effectiveness

scrutinized by administrators who do not

and medical necessity of mental health care,

understand their needs may dissuade individuals

hormone therapy and sex reassignment surgery

from trying to access this care at all.

General Perceptions

as forms of therapeutic treatment” (American
Medical Association). Despite this, many

of Transition Care

providers work to challenge claims and create

As a more general trend, I observed a lack

organizational roadblocks to avoid paying for

of understanding about transition procedures

critical treatments (Policies on LGBTQ Issues,

such as facial feminization5 even from medical

2018). Mr. Benjamin even outlined a specific

providers.6 Despite the fact that the American

tactic companies would use to delay treatment

Psychiatric Association outlines a number of

access: requiring that letters supporting the

potential procedures that patients may wish

medical necessity of the procedure be filled

to undergo in their guidelines for Gender

out by two different physicians less than 60

Dysphoria treatment, which expands far beyond

days apart. Acquiring both supporting letters in

the narrow perceptions of the general public

under two months is a task that is often difficult

(What Is Gender Dysphoria, 2018), it seems

to coordinate, especially for patients who

that much like the general population, many

lack robust financial resources or experience

professionals not specializing in LGBTQ+

difficulty accessing healthcare (Cris Benjamin,

healthcare hold very narrow views of trans

personal communication, March 6, 2018).

care, understanding little more than the basics

Despite often losing money, many companies

of sex reassignment surgery and “top surgery”.7

will be voluntarily taken to court in order

Everyone from insurance agents to physicians

to delay paying for such procedures, adding

are in need of further education on the topic, a

extra time and anxiety to an already difficult

task that is frequently left to their own clients.

process. Overcoming these barriers is arduous

Facial restructuring, vocal cord surgeries, and

even in an urban setting, where professionals

other procedures may be important components

trained to help patients navigate these networks
are readily available. For low income or rural
populations, these extra steps may prove to be
insurmountable. Even if a patient has access
to experts that can help them navigate these
barriers, the added stress of waiting and being
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Facial feminization surgery is a series of
procedures which alter facial features typically
perceived as being “male” and bringing them closer
in size/shape to typical “female” features.
6
The text “The Look of a Woman”, by Eric
Plemons, expands greatly on this issue.
7
Top surgery refers to procedures that modify the
breasts or chests of transgender patients, such as
breast augmentation
5

of an individual’s gender expression and social

physicians and insurance providers must work to

interaction, which are often key elements of

properly clarify pronouns and other identifying

the trans experience. Dr. Courey specifically

information their clients wish to utilize.

addressed a lack of incentive for many providers

Insurance providers are often guilty of this, as

to support these procedures, due to them being

Mr. Benjamin discussed clients experiencing

less intensive and less profitable than other

misgendering

more well-known procedures such as sex

documentation. This is something which is sure

reassignment. In addition to this misperception

to damage trust and create anxieties about the

of care, broader education on gender identity is

quality of care provided.

also critical for improving patient experiences.

The Gender Binary and Its

Effect on Clinical Practice

on

their

own

insurance

Many professionals observed a change
in physicians after the Affordable Care Act
banned open discrimination on the basis of

An unfortunate issue in trans medical care is

sexual orientation and gender identity, with

a conceptual understanding that operates almost

some making conscious efforts to be more

entirely in a gender binary. Many physicians

accommodating. While this sort of policy

perceive

transitioning

may not have addressed more subtle forms

completely from a male to a female identity

of discrimination, it seemed to reduce the

(or vice versa) rather than recognizing the

institutional tolerance of flagrantly biased

complexity of gender identity and expression,

treatment. As has been seen in the recent rise of

which is often inadequately addressed by a

hate crimes and acts of discrimination against

binary system. Patients’ identities may not

trans individuals, some worry that the current

fall within a gender binary, and they may not

administration’s apathy and discriminatory

wish to undergo treatments that would reflect

policy may be viewed as an endorsement by

such a limited view of gender identity and

those determined to mistreat trans individuals

expression. While procedures such as sex

(Strangio, 2018).

their

patients

as

reassignment may be seen as an important step
for numerous individuals undergoing transition,

Diagnostic Policy and Its
Controversies

this feeling is not universal. Physicians must be

These changes in medical culture will

capable of considering their patients’ individual

need to be complemented by shifts in diagnostic

gender identity and presentation in order to be

policy in order to repair the profession’s

accommodating. On a more fundamental level,

historically strained relationship with the trans
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community. A contentious issue has been the

diagnosis may be the deciding factor in whether

involvement of psychiatric diagnoses in the care

their care is affordable (Renee Reopell, personal

process, with the inclusion of Gender Dysphoria

communication, March 8, 2018). Having an

in the DSM-V being particularly controversial.

outlined diagnosis and treatment for Gender

Especially considering psychiatry’s troubled

Dysphoria limits the ability of insurance

history with the LGBTQIA+ community, such

providers to deny coverage or force costs on

as the DSM-II pathologizing homosexuality

clients. Although in recent years, the policies

and the creation of Transvestic Disorder in

tacked on by insurers have rendered this a moot

the DSM-V, many fear the consequences of

point, as these extra roadblocks have negated the

the stigma that may be attached to such a

supposed benefits of the diagnoses’ inclusion.

diagnosis (Messih, 2017). In addition, there is

Narrow Research Focus

criticism that the diagnosis opens the door to

On a broader population health level,

potentially distressing and abusive “treatments”

improved research and representation is perhaps

that fail to effectively recognize the societal

one of the most pressing issues that needs to be

rejection which contributes to many patients’

addressed. For example, the National Healthcare

distress (Messih, 2017). Perhaps this criticism

Disparities Report, conducted by the Department

reflects the inability of the DSM’s disease

of Health and Human Services, only began

model to effectively encapsulate an issue with

tracking LGBT populations in 2011, reflecting

broader social implications. Yet there has been

a lack of long-term data for many of these

justification for Gender Dysphoria’s inclusion

groups (National Healthcare Disparities Report,

within the industry, as the diagnosis has been

2013). Especially considering the disparities in

perceived as addressing the need for effective

lifelong health outcomes for trans individuals,

insurance coverage in order to access treatment,

longitudinal studies and comprehensive data will

with the American Psychiatric Association

prove to be critical in helping to improve health

outlining this need (What Is Gender Dysphoria,

outcomes. Additionally, a prominent issue that

2018). During my meeting with Renee Reopell

was brought up in several of my interviews was

of Children’s Hospital at Montefiore, they

the narrow proportion of the trans community

detailed the need to outline a tangible diagnosis

represented in most healthcare settings. Those

in order for insurance companies to cover

who lack access to insurance don’t live in

costs. Especially considering the economic

urban settings which provide a suitable variety

vulnerability of trans populations, receiving a

of medical resources and don’t benefit from
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supportive social networks. Thus, they face

effects throughout the entire lifespans of those

a much more daunting path to transitioning.

affected, even impacting basic care for issues

Considering the significant number of trans

which have no direct relation to one’s gender

individuals—especially trans people of color—

identity or expression.

who live in poverty, face homelessness, or live

In contrast to this, a supportive social

in rural settings, our understanding of trans

environment

health issues may fail to adequately reflect the

overwhelmingly positive impacts on patient

experiences of the greater population.

mental health. In a study on young transgender

The Effects on Basic Care

has

been

found

to

have

individuals in supportive social environments, it

There are a wide variety of experiences

was found that children whose gender identity

that reflect the challenges faced by individuals

and expression were respected had rates of

attempting to access basic medical care.

depression and anxiety at levels comparable

Perhaps the best example of this experience

to their peers (Olson, Durwood, Demeules, &

is the documentary, Southern Comfort (2001),

Mclaughlin, 2016). Especially considering the

which details the experiences of Robert Eads,

tendency of the LGBTQIA+ community to suffer

a trans man attempting to access treatment for

from disproportionately high rates of mental

his ovarian cancer in rural Georgia. Sadly, he

illness, this research indicates that societal

finds that the resources available to address

acceptance may be an important component of a

his illness are woefully inadequate, with many

successful and healthy transition.

gynecologists outright refusing to treat him

Suggestions and Solutions

on the basis of his gender identity. While it is

In an era of bathroom bills and military

impossible to know what his health outcome

bans, it has become increasingly important

would have been if he had had access to better

for our established institutions to promote the

care, there is speculation that his premature

rights of transgender individuals. As religious

death may be largely attributed to the significant

groups and political bodies attempt to facilitate

delay in the treatment he experienced. Though

the discrimination and societal isolation of trans

the physicians who denied him care may have

people, healthcare providers must strive to rebuff

retained the right to do so on the basis of his

these attacks and defend those populations

then legally unprotected gender identity, this

which are most vulnerable. While addressing

discrimination cost Robert his life. It is clear

healthcare issues will not change all aspects

from stories like these that prejudice has rippling

of the trans experience, it will help counteract
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some of the effects of societal discrimination

be rejected. Education is another important

and quantifiably improve their quality of life.

aspect of this healthcare revolution. Many in

There are many steps to take in order to have

the medical field are continuing to push for

an impact on the culture and society which has

greater inclusivity training in medical education

endorsed this discrimination. Further study on

and this trend should continue as we begin to

transgender health is critical and this research

develop an appreciation for the importance

will hopefully focus on broader populations

of cultural sensitivity in effective healthcare

whose needs may not be adequately met. The

delivery

subjects of many studies on trans healthcare

& Genao, 2006). Finally, the development

issues are primarily those who are white,

of clearly outlined and enforced policy

financially stable, and live in urban areas

concerning respect for transgender individuals

which are supportive or tolerant of their gender

within medicine is crucial, whether it be in

identity. This narrow focus fails to effectively

clinical practices, professional associations,

accommodate for trans individuals of color

or government administrations. This will help

and the ways in which racism may exacerbate

to create a better standard of care as well as

their discrimination, those who lack financial

set a precedent of progress and an interest in

stability such as homeless populations, and

repairing medicine’s troubled relationship with

individuals in rural settings whose health care

the greater LGBTQIA+ community.

(Kripalani,

Bussey-Jones,

Katz,

access may be limited and gender identity may
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Izumi Miyazaki
Izumi Miyazaki is currently a
sophomore at the University of Pittsburgh in the
Dietrich School of Arts & Sciences and is working towards a major in Economics, a minor in Studio Arts, and a
certificate in Arabic Language and Linguistics. Her inspiration
mostly comes from her dad, older sister, as well as Japanese
animation. Ever since she can remember, her dad and her
sister both loved animation and art. This would constantly encourage her to draw in her free time.
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I have always loved people watching and checking out people’s fashion on the street, so I
found a page dedicated to Tokyo street fashion and put my own twist
on it by combining all of the figures together. This drawing initially began as
only practice at shading with pen. Before this piece, I constantly erased my figures
because I never thought they looked perfect. By practicing with pen, I forced myself to
not erase and accept that some of the figures were not going to be perfect. In the end,
I really like how the figures turned out kind of strange and how the negative space
really accentuates how unbalanced they are. The title came from a reading that
was assigned in my Intro to Feminist Theory class about how scopophilia
meant “the pleasure of looking”. I love the artist Kim Jung Gi and, in
this piece, I took inspiration from his works with pen.
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Ria Joglekar is a Neuroscience major
and Studio Arts minor at the University of Pittsburgh. She works in a developmental biology lab studying tissue
morphogenesis using a Drosophila fly
model system and has been inspired
by the underlying artistry of her
research to write poetic works. With
the mentorship of Professor Marylou
Gramm in the English department
and Dr. Jeffrey Hildebrand in the
Biological Sciences department, she
constructed a series of poetic works
that bridge the gaps between the social significance of neuronal diseases,
potential for medical advancement,
and intricate scientific techniques of
her neuroscience research. This was
done in order to finally communicate
a humanized approach to her scientific
research. Her work aims to bridge the
gap between medicine and creative
communication to make scientific
topics more accessible to a wider
audience.
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Underbelly Lab
						The right-side
							stairwell will take you
								

below the biology lectures to

									

the underbelly

with a
narrowly
extending
hallway
dimmed
by the generous spacing
			

of fluorescent bulbs

			

highlighting the walls of zoomed-in mutated fly eye posters,

			colorless and
					

captured by scanning electron microscopes.

		

If you refuse to beware the haunting honeycomb ommatidia

		

distorted to blindness,

		

you will approach a

			lofty
			

elevator refusing to elevate

			

trapping you in,

			for a beat,
			

until the opposite door slides open

				

to let you cross the threshold
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onto the other side of the sterilized,
stark white life sciences annex,
doors decorated by orange biohazard labels and SDS warnings,
guarded by access codes
concealing the fridges shelved with stocks
of deviant flies bottled into viles,
each frantic to escape
the blur of its wobbling siblings
clumsy to trek upward, overexerting its straw legs
for the scientist has restricted it from
					

employing the air.

					

The wildtype fly must see its neighbor in the vile

						next door
						

and wonder about its fellow fly

						

with a rough eye and crinkly wing

						

fruitless in performing the very function for 		

						which it
						

is named.

The scientist knows the fly serves as a sacrifice
and devises it with overactive shroom proteins, folding cells into disorder
and disfunction
or the possibility
of controlling the madness
of a neural tube paired with unsuitable shroom proteins
within an ill-fated human embryo
unable to sustain life
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in our harsh ecosystem,
and for this possibility,
millions of dew-loving fruit flies
have lived in suffering, and the armies built have
					

fallen

some with purpose
		

others simply casualties,

yet each death is unseen by the outside world
for fear of a cruel conception.
Here I defy the access codes by
staining this page with the same ink
labeling the mutations on vials
because I see the tightly shut lab gates
directed not at outsiders
but at defending the outside
from contamination
by broken flies, blind and flightless
		

infecting the gene pool

			

cascading into fly population 					

					

catastrophe

a possibility haunting me
in every encounter with a fly
circling about my eye
for maybe I carried it
away from the underbelly
into my reality.
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Wing Gallery
I.
The straight wildtype
wing
arches like a seamless sail
lined like veins on a leaflet
and dotted with ordered cells
folded or apically constricted
perfectly well
by shroom protein into a classic wing
without alteration, or modification
allowing swift flight and graceful glides
about the glass vile
but neglected by the scientist
engrossed by mutation
II.
The crinkly experimental
wing
curls up along the edges
like the
browned, folded chip fried to
a burnt crisp at the bottom of the bag
branded with a significantly larger
evolutionary disadvantage
than the straight wing variety
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concocted by a factory lab
corrupted by cell machinery on overdrive
folding wing cell sheets
into crimped, crumpled
disarray
III.
The virginal female
wing
Ridged with cerulean blue
Much like the rippled edges of a water
droplet breached by pigmented brush
which strokes gently
Preserving the vulnerable rhythmic inflations
Of the pale white female abdomen
Wielded by an observer of lines, curves,
coloring of a wildtype wing which will
Inevitably mature to grayness
And fall under the forceps
Or funnel into the
fly morgue

Confessions of a fly killer
In a lab, the absence
of a paintbrush’s gentle strokes leaves
fly plates painted with red splotches where
chosen forceps crushed the body
of a female darkened, marking an unwanted encounter with a male
so, she is scraped off the white slab
and gently pushed into
a fly morgue,
which douses each fly in ethanol
where it meets the carcasses of thousands of other floating flies
fixed in the state they were in when they became of disuse for me.
I have peered into my scope for months now and sorted a hundred flies into irrelevance
saving only the virgin females and discarding the males for fear of their sperm contaminating the
pool
with offspring of undesirable genotypes.
I have rued my power as the creature larger than you
who mates your parents to determine your birth,
nourishes your embryonic young with buttery yellow cornmeal and yeast,
and sorts you into viles to give you space to climb, fly, and flit.
Only to snatch your glutinous white larvae even before they pupate into a shell,
To prod them as they squirm in a fluid filled well,
To chase the ripples and grip the wormy head in one forceps while tearing the intestines with the
other
until the nerves stop firing
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and I am left with a lifeless cellophane body,
and the ability to invert the carcass,
to isolate the brain for study.
I have reflected upon my experimental designs created
with the knowledge of your imminent death at my hands
with a goal that rejects the guilt in favor of achieving what it wants:
the knowledge, the knowledge of your proteins.
Dew-loving fly,
Listen out for the screams
Of your fellow flies
Lost into ethanol
afloat
in the fly morgue.
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Two Cultures

1.

Prepare the light weight muslin canvas,

Prepare dainty, opaque fly embryos on apple

stretched across a wooden frame, with diluted

juice plate with 50% bleach to unravel extra-

33% starch mixture so paint pigments will bind

cellular chorion layer so stain will adhere to

to ivory, matte canvas

pellet-like, white body

2.

Spray and slather on starch mixture spreading

Swirl and stroke bleach in embryo plate scat-

with heavy strokes of a broom paintbrush to

tering with thin feathery watercolor brush to

blend the faint straw yellow stain across the

delicately lift the embryos, borne by the buttery

taut linen surface

yeast surface

3.

Fix up acrylic paint primer tinted with drop of

Fixate embryos in 1:1 mix of formaldehyde:

sky blue pigment in an old yogurt cup. Blend

heptanes in a clear tube. Shake and replace

and apply paint compounds for a layer coating

layers with methanol stripping the embryos of

the canvas with a membrane.

their vitelline membrane.

4.

Mix pigments of paint to match shades and

Mix antibody stains to bind embryonic neurons

tints to hues of the scenic design and add two

and shroom protein separately and add PBT

spoons water to reduce viscosity and create

with goat serum to prevent non-specific bind-

condiment consistencies. Colors will sink sepa-

ing. Embryo antigens will glue onto distinctive

rately into palette craters.

antibody binding sites.

5.

Paint foliage with 488 wavelength pigment

Pipette lime green fluorescent tags to shroom

and the sunsetting sky with 568 wavelength.

protein antibodies and crimson red tags to

Maintain vibrancy by preventing complemen-

neuron antibodies. Complementary tags will

tary paints from fusing and dulling the canvas

maintain separation between neurons and

brown.

shroom site results.
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6.
Meticulously scumble and spatter paint, guid-

Microscopically fluoresce embryos stained to

ed by the thin curves of a pencil drawing, with

emit color allowing the search for colocaliza-

colors chosen to reflect intended pigment and

tion where neuron and shroom stains overlap.

absorb all others. Take a few steps back from

Step back from segmented embryos and speck-

the details of stippled strokes and smudged

led staining patterns and appreciate the possi-

shading to appreciate the painter’s microcosm

bility of preventing neural defects afflicting a

cathartically communicated

mother’s human embryo
7.

Present to critics and enthusiasts who debate

Present to researchers and students for scru-

and derive meaning in the quiet and contem-

tiny and applause who confirm and contribute

platively wide spaces of a fine art gallery

knowledge in a crowded research symposium

Glossary
Wildtype – refers to the phenotype of the typical form of a species as it occurs in nature
Ommatidia –The compound eyes of arthropods like insects, crustaceans and millipedes are composed of units called ommatidia (singular: ommatidium). An ommatidium contains a cluster of
photoreceptor cells surrounded by support cells and pigment cells.
Chorion – the outermost fetal membrane around the embryo
Fixate – In the fields of histology, pathology, and cell biology, fixation is a critical step in the
preparation of histological sections by which biological tissues are preserved from decay, thereby
preventing autolysis or putrefaction
Heptanes – colorless liquid hydrocarbon of the alkane series, used for fixating embryos
Vitelline membrane – The vitelline membrane or vitelline envelope is a structure surrounding
the outer surface of the plasma membrane
Fluoresce – the emission of light by a substance that has absorbed light or other electromagnetic
radiation
Shade – the mixture of a color with black, which reduces lightness
Tint – the mixture of a color with white, which increases lightness
PBT and goat serum – reduces non-specific site binding and reduces “noise” or unintentional
fluorescence.
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Complementary colors – colors opposite on color wheel (e.g. red and green, blue and orange,
purple and yellow)
Scumble – blending paint from a relatively dry brush onto the painting, leaving behind fragments
of color
Spatter – To scatter drops of paint in drops or small amounts by gently hitting the handle of a wet
brush
Stipple – the creation of a pattern simulating varying degrees of solidity or shading by using
small dots.
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Georgia Crowther
Georgia is in her second year of Fine Art at
the University of Oxford. Drawing upon surrealist techniques, she explores psychedelia and spontaneity. She captures the otherworldly, underpinning
our shared reality. Growing up in the materialist city, Dubai, she witnessed heavy
urban construction that caused toxic pollution. Swelling populations of human migrants were used like scaffolding, fragile against metal. She portrays the colourful,
organic and the ethereal against a backdrop of social dissociation caused by detachment from nature. Her post-surrealist practice is multi-disciplinary, using oil
paints, sculpture, performance, and film to embody a range of sensitivities in the alienating age of technology.

Nature grows in my painting, embodied by fragments I discovered while roaming the forest
in the Greek island of Ikaria. On countless hikes spanning over a month,
friends and I followed dried up rivers, a metaphor for our flowing enthusiasm to
carve into the earth and leave our metaphysical mark amongst trees.
Despite obstacles, roots and light relentlessly dance into the surroundings of my
painting, as if pulsating. While in the wilderness your attention flickers, I was inspired
to have no focal point, yet instead allow the viewers’ eyes to wander, like the people in
the painting who search and collect. Technological and expensive objects have been
used to make a shelter, something fundamental to human survival.
The perspective is from above, like peeping into a fantasy, a new reality
where simple things are intrinsic part of lifestyle I want the audience to feel
almost conflicted, the varying levels of detail, shadows, light and attention should isolate yet draw in a viewer, representing how the

Fo
rag
ers
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technological age both promotes connectivity yet divides us. In contemporary society, gadgets seek to connect us, shrinking the world into something
that fits into our hand. However, I’m inspired to highlight a more simplistic approach to
connection, through an extended and continuous community.
The complexity of the fort is to highlight patience, graciousness and anti-materialism.
A sense of time is perpetuated in my piece with old and young figures and an overgrowth
rising up over devices some new, some vintage. This disregard for technological progress is
meant to show a feeling of being at one with one’s environment, not feeling distracted by the
past or future but absorbed by the vibrance and surrealism of nature.
My painting is a proposal for a utopia that has the imagery of a dystopia. Either existing as
an historical painting or a portal into a future post-internet, it murmurs the same message. My
Grandfather would always say, “count your blessings”, when we break our Apple we feel like
the juice of our very soul is leaking. So instead of advancing for streamlined, faster, less clunky
“iSomethings”, that replace raw human connection, advance how far you venture into that forest
or how close you become to your new friend. Devices have become shells we live inside; they
affect us like lovers, glinting our eyes with anxiety. Instead of pixels, stare into each other’s
eyes.
The random configuration of the shack, which is a fundamental shelter, mimics the chaotic,
randomness of nature, ironically contradicting the specific mapping of circuit boards.
Layers were crucial in the making of this piece. I began working very spontaneously with
a large brush covering the entirety of the wood, with yellow hues from one corner, drifting
to blues, and then reds. With a base coat, I started painting intricately, using the back
of my paintbrush to scratch away the paint allowing those initial tye-dye colours
to seep through. The painting involved a lot of time and care, a fulfilling
experience to create a psychedelic reality, one that has as much real-
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Cassidy Snyder is a junior studying English at Penn State Harrisburg. As a child, her family forbade her from reading the Harry
Potter series or watching the film adaptations for religious reasons.
When she turned eighteen, she purchased all seven books and finished
them within a month. She was surprised by numerous Christian themes
which lurked beneath the surface of the magical world and set out to
bring some of the unnoticed religious aspects of the novels to light in
the hopes that skeptics might decide to give the books a chance.

Looking
for God
in Harry
Potter
50 Snyder

Cassidy
Snyder

On June 26, 1997, the world was forever

the seven-book Harry Potter series does not

changed by the publication of a story, which

undermine religion by introducing witchcraft to

single-handedly sparked a love of reading in

young readers, but rather contains evidence of

the hearts of millions, generated billions of

the possible existence of a Christian God and

dollars in profits, and led to one of the most

afterlife within the wizarding world.

contested debates in the history of literature.

Before examining whether Rowling’s novels

Author Joanne Rowling made her debut in the

threaten or reinforce the piety of young

United Kingdom with the publication of Harry

Christians, readers may wonder why this issue

Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, under the

is so pressing. They may ask what it is about

pen name J. K. Rowling. Though the book made

Harry Potter that provokes people to dedicate

respectable profits for London’s Bloomsbury

entire books to examining its religious merit.

Publishing Company, it was not until Scholastic

The answer lies in how this series, in particular,

bought the United States publication rights that

pervades popular culture. No other publication

the book became a cultural phenomenon.

aimed at children has made as widespread of

Despite its massive success, the Harry Potter

an impact as Rowling’s series. Harry Potter

series has its fair share of critics. Large numbers

changed the very way people perceived

of conservative Christians have denounced the

children’s literature. Previously, publishers

books for their supposed promotion of witchcraft

had assumed that kids could not pay attention

and occult practices, which are forbidden by

long enough to read expanded novels. Yet, the

the Bible. The reach of this argument is strong

later Potter books published between 2006 and

enough that some schools have pulled the series

2016, contained up to 700 pages. During this

from their library shelves, as in the case of

same period, a 115.5% increase in the average

Cedarville School District, which required a

length of a children’s book was seen. Similarly,

signed permission slip for students to check the

sales of children’s books, which were dying out

books out. Conversely, many liberal Christians

before the Harry Potter phenomenon, increased

have praised Harry Potter for its reflection of

by fifty-two percent since 2004. Sales for the

religious themes, and some have gone as far as

series reached such high numbers that The New

arguing that Harry is a modern-day depiction

York Times was pressured to create a separate

of Jesus Christ. Whether or not Rowling

bestseller list for children’s books, in order to

intended Harry to be viewed as a messiah

clear room for adult publications that could not

remains unknown, but it is fair to conclude that

break through Rowling’s continued popularity.
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Scores of celebrities reached commercial

argument is generally raised by conservative

success thanks to the books: John and Hank

Christians,

Green became YouTube stars with their video

Orthodox sect, who believe biblical passages are

“Accio Deathly Hallows”, and Darren Criss’s

ultimate truths. Various writers and authorities

Broadway career was launched after his

have spoken on the matter, elaborating that they

performance in A Very Potter Musical went

feel the Harry Potter books trivialize occult

viral.

practices without acknowledging their satanic

particularly

members

of

the

A host of other attractions have been created

origins. Much of their outrage stems from the

in response to the series, including theme

fact that the books are advertised to children,

parks, real-life Quidditch leagues, websites,

who may lack religious understandings of the

movies, musicals, and “Wizard Rock” groups.

world and consequently believe that magic, not

Harry Potter’s prevalence in popular culture

finding a relationship with God, is the only way

is nearly impossible to avoid. Those who feel

to defeat evil.

the series is a bad influence are bombarded by

Though these fears may seem absurd to those

film advertisements and Potter paraphernalia,

with only basic understandings of Christianity,

which line the shelves of libraries, bookshops,

witchcraft and similar practices are directly

video stores, and clothing shops. Religious

addressed in the Bible. Moses, one of the early

parents that denounce the series likely have to

prophets, told his followers that:

deflect the pleas of their children, who wish to

“there shall not be found among you...one

read the books along with their friends. It is no

who practices witchcraft, or a soothsayer,

wonder that fed up conservative Christians feel

or one who interprets omens, or a sorcerer,

the need to speak out against books they believe

or one who conjures spells… For all who do

are demonic, which in turn prompts fans of the

these things are an abomination to the

novels to react.

Lord”.

Keeping the cultural context of Harry

If God views witchcraft as an abomination,

Potter discourse in mind, it is important to

Christians assume that the magic associated

understand which groups are involved in the

with it comes from Satan, the source of all

debate and what their perspectives on the issue

Earthly sin. In the Bible, Satan is depicted

are. The main criticism of Rowling’s series is

as intelligent, manipulative, and a master of

that it promotes witchcraft to children, despite

seduction. His goal is to separate humans from

biblical admonitions against such practices. This

God through any means possible. Christians,
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therefore, believe that Satan can use any

a modern retelling of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,

medium, including art, music, and literature,

with Harry as the Christ figure. Killinger states

to cause people to turn from God, without even

his opinion as fact, as he speculates that Rowling

realizing it. As Pope Benedict XVI mentioned

was possibly chosen by God to introduce Jesus

in a letter to the author of Harry Potter- Good

to a new generation of readers. He also proposes

or Evil?, there are “subtle seductions” at work

that Harry’s popularity may have resulted from

within the novels that “deeply affect and corrupt

the subconscious realization among readers

the Christian faith in souls even before it could

that he is similar to Jesus Christ, who Killinger

properly grow and mature”. Though the Harry

identifies as the perfect figure that all humans

Potter novels seem innocent to non-religious

adore, whether they admit to their feelings or

people, conservative Christians believe the

not. Still, others believe that children’s ability

books hide secret evils that children must be

to discern fantasy from reality is severely

protected from.

underestimated. Connie Neal exasperatedly

While conservative Christians condemn

explains in her book, The Gospel According to

Harry Potter as an attack on their faith, there

Harry Potter, that children are not given enough

are doubtlessly many fans who have responded

credit and that they can read stories about magic

in defense of the series. The counterarguments

without engaging in occult practices, no matter

that exist vary widely in both point of view and

how similar aspects of the story are to real-life

the backgrounds of the people making them.

conceptions of spells and potion-making. She

Advocates of Rowling’s work include liberal

uses her novel to highlight similarities between

Christians, atheists, agnostics, and believers

the series and the Bible and show that just

of various other faiths. Some of these people

because they have certain aspects in common

attempt to find a middle ground between the

does not necessarily mean that one promotes

extreme ends of the debate, claiming that Harry

the other. These examples are only a small

Potter integrates enough subtle Christian themes

portion of the various books and articles written

to counter assertions that it attacks the religion

to refute the conservative Christian criticisms of

while also remaining universally accessible to

Harry Potter promotes witchcraft. While most

all faiths.

of the counterclaims acknowledge the religious

Others, such as John Killinger, in his book The

themes present in Rowling’s series, none of

Life, Death, and Resurrection of Harry Potter,

them go so far as to investigate the possibility

insist that Rowling’s story is nothing other than

that a Christian God or afterlife could exist
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within Harry’s world.

Harry Potter universe is further reinforced by

One obvious piece of evidence that an

the religious characters who appear in the story.

afterlife exists within the Harry Potter novels is

It is not outright stated that any of the characters

the appearance of ghosts throughout Hogwarts.

in the series identify with Christianity, or any

The Hogwarts ghosts are “pearly-white and

other belief system for that matter, but analysis

slightly transparent”, and able to glide through

of textual evidence and statements made by

the air and walk through solid objects. Each

Rowling can lead readers to such conclusions.

of the four houses has its own ghost, such as

In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, Harry

Gryffindor’s Nearly Headless Nick, Slytherin’s

realized that the destruction of the Sorcerer’s

Bloody Baron, Ravenclaw’s Grey Lady (or

Stone would lead to the death of Nicolas and

Helena Ravenclaw), and Hufflepuff’s Fat Friar.

Perenelle Flamel, as it had sustained them

Other spirits that linger in the halls include

past the natural life-span of humans. Harry is

Peeves, the resident prankster, and Moaning

amazed by Dumbledore’s nonchalance, but his

Myrtle, a young student who died in the girls’

headmaster explains that the couple has accepted

bathroom. Although some Christians argue

their fate because “to the well-organized mind,

that the soul immediately departs from the

death is but the next great adventure”. Readers

Earthly realm at the moment of death, the Bible

might argue that Dumbledore is simply referring

contains evidence that spirits exist. Despite

to the ability of wizards to remain in the world

God’s warning not to consult mediums, Saul,

as ghosts, but the pair do not appear as spirits

the first king of Israel, used one to speak with

in later books. If it was believed that Nicolas

the spirit of Samuel, the first Jewish prophet.

and Perenelle would cease to exist after death,

When she summoned the spirit, “Saul perceived

assuming they did not choose to become ghosts,

that it was Samuel, and he stopped with his

then it would not make sense for Dumbledore

face to the ground and bowed down. Now

to refer to this state as an “adventure”. Death,

Samuel said to Saul ‘Why have you disturbed

according to this quote, could only yield

me by bringing me up?’” Traditional Christians

excitement and exploration if the deceased soul

may not agree that the ghosts in Harry Potter

travels to an unearthly realm, or “goes on” as

implicate religious notions of an afterlife, but

Nearly Headless Nick explains many do. When

their presence implies that life continues after

Harry asks how Nick came back from the

death.

dead, he explains that “wizards can leave an

The notion of a Christian afterlife within the
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imprint of themselves upon the earth, to walk

palely where their living selves once trod”. He

the origin of the quote, as she explains to Harry

explains that instead of this path, most wizards

that it refers to “living after death”. In the movie

choose to “go on”. Though it is not revealed

adaptation, James and Lily’s religious beliefs

where these wizards “go on” to, Nick explains

are directly addressed, albeit speculatively after

that they cannot come back and that the ghosts

their deaths. Harry hears a congregation singing

who stay behind are neither “here nor there”,

in a church near the graveyard and asks “do you

settling instead for a “feeble imitation of life”.

think they’d be in there Hermione, my Mom

Being “here nor there” may refer to the notion

and Dad?” Hermione replies, “yeah, I think they

that some souls may remain on Earth in a state

would”. James and Lily’s bravery in the face of

of rest, or an imitation of life, until Judgement

death, combined with their choice of including

Day.

a biblical quote on their tombstone, provides

More evidence of an afterlife is apparent by

compelling evidence that they believed in a

reading Harry’s parents, James and Lily Potter,

Christian Heaven, thereby supporting the theory

as believers. Much like Dumbledore, James

that such an afterlife exists within the wider

and Lily chose to “go on” rather than remain

wizarding world.

behind as ghosts. In an interview at the 2004

The last book in Rowling’s series, Harry

Edinburgh Book Festival, Rowling responded

Potter and the Deathly Hallows, features a

to a question about why Lily and James did

near-death experience that mimics many stories

not appear as spirits to advise Harry as he grew

told by Christians throughout history. During

up. By referencing Nick’s previous statements

the final battle between good and evil, Harry

about death and moving on, she explained that

faces Lord Voldemort and bravely takes the full

some people choose not to stay behind because

force of a killing curse. After being hit by the

they are unafraid, or at least less afraid, of death.

spell, he awakens to a bright mist that forms into

When Harry visits Godric’s Hollow in Harry

King’s Cross, the train station where he departs

Potter and the Deathly Hallows, he discovers

for Hogwarts at the beginning of each school

that his parents’ shared tombstone is engraved

year. Here, Harry meets Albus Dumbledore,

with the quote “the last enemy that shall be

who had been dead for months. Harry asks if

destroyed is death”. This quote actually comes

meeting Dumbledore means he is also dead,

from the Bible, 1 Corinthians 15:26, and it

but Dumbledore explains that the killing curse

serves as a promise of God’s resurrection of

only destroyed the portion of Voldemort’s

the dead to eternal life. Hermione must know

soul that was sealed within Harry. Later in the
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conversation, Dumbledore tells Harry that he

killing curse.

has a choice to return to Earth or to board the

In the Harry Potter series, the human soul

train in the station and “go on”, though he is

is seen as something separate from the physical

not told exactly what this means. Harry’s visit

body, much like how it is viewed in Christianity.

with Dumbledore is similar to many stories told

In Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows,

by Christians after they have had near-death

Hermione explains to Ron that even if she killed

experiences. One of the most famous of these

his body his soul would survive. She emphasizes

stories is told by Colton Burpo, who ironically

her point by saying that she could stab him with

shares the nickname “the boy who lived” with

a sword and his soul would not sustain any

Harry. Burpo underwent emergency surgery for

damage. During his journey across Israel, Jesus

appendicitis when he was three years old and

warned his disciples that they would be hated

died on the operating table, but was revived

for following him, but they should “not fear

by paramedics. His father eventually wrote a

those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul.

book called Heaven Is for Real which detailed

But rather fear Him who is able to destroy both

Colton’s visit to Heaven and his encounters

soul and body in Hell”. Like Hermione did to

with a great-grandfather and miscarried sister,

Ron, Jesus explained to his disciple that while

both who died long before his birth. There are

humans could kill their bodies, they could not

many other examples, such as Brian Miller, who

do any damage to their souls, although Jesus

was unconscious for forty-five minutes after a

goes a step farther to warn that the soul could be

heart attack, and Crystal McVea, who died for

corrupted by dark influences.

nine minutes from pancreatitis, and who both

Christians believe that Satan can tempt

recalled visiting Heaven and being sent back

humans to commit sin and damage their souls,

to Earth to be with their families. Like Harry,

effectively corrupting their relationship with

McVea was given the option to “go on” or return

God. Similarly, it is possible in the Harry Potter

to Earth. Similar to Burpo and Miller, Harry was

universe to mutilate the soul so irreparably that

awakened to astounding brightness by someone

it can be split apart and sealed inside physical

he knew in life. These similarities, along with

objects. Though sealing away pieces of the soul

the fact that Dumbledore gave Harry the option

prevents one from dying, unless the separate

to “go on”, presumably into the afterlife, make

portion is destroyed, the only way to do this

for a convincing argument that Harry actually

is by committing what many consider to be

visited Heaven after he was struck with the

the most extreme act of evil, murder. Murder
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is such a severe crime that God forbade his

power which spoke through her. After the

followers from slaying others in the original

prophecy was finished, Sybill returned to herself

Ten Commandments to his chosen people.

with no memory of what occurred. Though

While most Christians believe that any sin is

Sybill’s prophecy is the only one heard by Harry

forgivable, the Ten Commandments are viewed

in full, he discovered earlier in the book that

as the cornerstone of their beliefs so breaking

there was a hall of glass orbs in the Department

one could render the soul irreparable as it does

of Mysteries, containing similar revelations

in Harry Potter. Though many religions have

from the beginning of time. The Christian Bible

theories on the human soul, there is an obvious

is filled with ministries delivered by prophets

connection between how souls work in Harry

who received the word of God through visions

Potter and how God created them to function in

or direct communication, from Samuel, the first

the Bible.

prophet of Israel, to Isaiah, who ministered for

Along with delivering commandments to his

over forty years of Judah’s downfall and eventual

followers, God also gave religious adherents

redemption by Jesus Christ, there are numerous

visions of future events, known as prophecies,

examples of believers who spread the message

in the Bible. Prophecies also exist in the Harry

of events to come. A feasible explanation for

Potter books, but the source of them is more

why Sybill, whose outlandish proclamations

ambiguous. Hogwarts has an entire course

were blatantly falsified her entire career, was

dedicated to it, particularly deciphering tea

suddenly able to recite an accurate prediction

leaves and tarot cards, in order to predict the

with no recollection of doing so, is that God

future. The professor of Divination, Sybill

spoke through her to deliver the prophecy to

Trelawney, is understood by most of her

Dumbledore.

students and fellow instructors to be a fraud.

Similarly, prophetic dreams appear in both

However, in Harry Potter and the Order of the

the Bible and Harry Potter and act as warnings

Phoenix, Dumbledore explains that he hired her

of what is to come. During his stay in Hogwarts,

because she correctly predicted the future when

Harry is often awoken by dreams which allow him

she prophesied that Harry would one day have

to see what Voldemort is plotting at that moment

the power to defeat the Dark Lord. When Sybill

in time. These dreams serve to alert Harry when

delivered the prophecy, her false mystic voice

the Dark Lord is nearby, and they eventually

was replaced by a harsh tone and she seemed

recur so frequently that Snape attempts to teach

to enter a trance as though overtaken by some

Harry how to block them from his mind. In a
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parallel way, God has communicated with his

even Moses asked why He condemned them to

followers through dreams to give them glimpses

die. God responded by telling Moses to speak

of their futures. In the Old Testament, Joseph

to a rock that would yield him water, but Moses

foresaw his rise to power in Egypt while he

struck the rock out of anger. Though the water

slept and was given the ability to interpret the

of Meribah flowed forth at Moses’ command, he

Pharaoh’s dreams about an impending famine.

and the Israelites were kept out of the Promised

Also in the New Testament, God revealed to

Land for their contentions and disbelief. Jesus

Mary that she would give birth to Jesus in a

Christ also had the ability to perform many

dream. Though Harry’s prophetic dreams were

miracles such as walking on water, giving sight

explained by Voldemort’s connection to his

to the blind, and casting out demons. These

soul, this is only a theory offered to explain a

abilities were later passed on to his disciples

phenomenon never experienced by any other

in order to further spread the word of God. If

wizard. The similarity of Harry’s visions to

Christians believe that God has worked through

examples of prophetic dreams in the Bible, as

humans in the past to perform miracles, it would

well as the mysterious circumstances of Sybill’s

be illogical of them to assume that he would

first accurate divination, validate the possibility

never do so again.

that God exists in the series and communicates
with the characters.

Even though the magic users in Harry Potter
refer to themselves as witches and wizards, they

Some Christians who argue that Harry

do not practice witchcraft as it was described

Potter promotes witchcraft assert that there is

in the Bible. Biblical admonitions against

no such thing as good magic, because sorcery is

witchcraft forbid engaging with familiar spirits,

derived from Satan. Biblical stories have proven

practicing divination, and seeking power from

that this belief is untrue. Magic can, in fact, be

sources other than God. The only character in

manipulated by those whom God chooses, so

the Harry Potter novels that practices witchcraft

long as they give the glory to Him. One popular

as it is defined in the Bible is Sybill Trelawney,

biblical tale featuring such powers involves

Hogwarts’ Divination instructor, but she is

Moses leading the Israelites to the Promised

viewed as a fraud and hardly any students or

Land. Though God had provided escape from

teachers take seriously. Though conservative

Egypt’s army and food that sprouted overnight,

Christians argue that the magic in Harry Potter

the Israelites continued to doubt him and cry for

comes from Satan, there is no proof that this is

water. The congregation questioned God and

true. In the Bible, sorcerers called on powers
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given to them by false gods and goddesses, but

her faith because to her “the religious parallels

modern witchcraft is associated with sects as

have always been obvious” and she was afraid

separate and diverse as Wicca, Paganism, and

that it would have revealed the series’ end. In

various tribal religions. As Christians believe

response to those who assumed Rowling was a

there is only one true God who can give power

witch, she insisted that she is simply a writer

to humans, they surmise that abilities not given

of children’s fantasy who uses magic as a plot

by Him are from Satan, whether the person

device. She also explained that her children

wielding these abilities realizes it or not. It would

were christened and that they regularly attended

be more reasonable to assume that God gave

the Church of Scotland, whose leader praised

magic to select individuals, because magical

her work. It is clear that Rowling purposely

abilities manifest in the wizards of Rowling’s

weaved religious themes throughout the story.

stories when they are born. Whether these

When asked about her views on the afterlife,

people would use their abilities for good, as

Rowling said that at any given moment she

Harry and his allies did, or for evil, as Voldemort

would answer that she does believe in life after

and the Death Eaters did, would be up to them,

death, yet the concept is something she struggles

as Christians believe God offers everyone the

with. If Rowling depicted the specific facets of

option to follow his commandments or live in

belief that she grappled with in Harry Potter,

sin.

as she admitted to doing earlier, it makes sense

For a long time, Christian naysayers decried

that she would include a Christian version of the

Harry Potter because they assumed Rowling

afterlife within her story. Her shaky acceptance

was faithless, but after Harry Potter and the

of such an afterlife also explains why she left

Deathly Hallows was published she admitted

the destination of departed souls vague, so that

that her religion influenced her writing. For

readers wrestling with similar issues could

years, readers pestered Rowling about whether

discover that they are not alone in their struggles.

or not Christian themes were actually present

From the time Joanne Rowling published

in her books or if believers were just projecting

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone under

them into the story. Finally, after Harry’s

the pen name J. K. Rowling in 1997 until the

fate was revealed in the seventh installment,

release of her newest work, the screenplay for

Rowling admitted that Christianity, particularly

Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald,

her struggles with the faith, inspired her to write

in November 2018, the series has been under

the series. She explained her reluctance to admit

intense scrutiny. Despite Rowling’s admission
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that Christianity inspired her writing, critics

detractors either fail to see the religious themes

continue to attack the Harry Potter series and

of the books or acknowledge them as minor

its prequels without remorse. Even in light of

details in a narrative which depicts the witchcraft

the evidence against their claims, Christian

in a positive light.
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“Don’t you remember when our eyes were blue? We were in the winter of our lives.”
She looks at me and then at the mottled gray dashboard, her chipped, purple fingernails tapping against
the steering wheel. The rain peppers the window, the small spots of moisture intensifying the colorless world
outside. The words she just whispered are echoing inside me.
Don’t you remember when our eyes were blue?
The light turns green and she nudges the car back to life. We’re moving again. Our eyes were blue.
And we were in the winter of our lives.
I watch her as she looks out the windshield glass, the freckles on her cheeks standing out against her pale skin.
Finally, I respond.
“What’s winter or summer when it comes to life?” Her face grows still. It was a hollow joke and neither one of
us is laughing.
The words write themselves on the windows of the car.
Summer.
She drapes her thin wrists over the steering wheel, the tips of her fingers brushing each other and she leans
forward, her mouth releasing a gentle breath of air and her eyes closing for the merest second.
“Maybe.” She breathes.
Maybe. Maybe what?
Maybe if she doesn’t watch the road, we won’t be together anymore. Maybe we’ll hit a tree, a house, a stop
sign, a person. Maybe because she’s not wearing her seatbelt, she’ll get thrown from the car, and because I am,
I’ll stay put. Maybe we’ll flip over and the windows will shatter and our words? Maybe they’ll explode too.
Her eyes are open again.
“Maybe our summer hasn’t happened yet.” The words trickle through me. “Maybe we have to keep waiting.”
Keep waiting for summer.
This time it’s me who closes my eyes. I focus on the rain hitting the roof of the car, the tires turning against the
wet street, the dampness of my palms, the smell of her perfume. Her voice; she’s saying my name.
When I turn to look at her once more, I don’t see her pretty profile or her drawn face, but her own eyes staring
back into mine.
I try to find the blue in her eyes, back from when we were in the winter of our lives.
She says my name again.
There are moments when I sit in my room, against the wall and I think about things. I think about how the
white noise in my head sounds like rain and how I can feel my heartbeat vibrating through my skin, through
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the tips of my fingers, through each hair on my head.
Sometimes, in the stillness, the rain and the throbbing of my heart, I think about how it pounds, so intently that
the whole house must be shaking too, beating, moving so hard that the whole world is one heartbeat. And soon,
everything’s just vibration, an extension of the rhythm that is me, rocking together as one complete thing.
That’s what the impact is like. A heartbeat so quick and rhythmic that it’s like I expect it.
Her voice is saying my name. Her eyes are looking at mine. I’m breathing in her perfume. The words are
crawling around the inside of the car. Beneath her wrists, the steering wheel slides out of her control.
It’s a heartbeat, and I don’t even realize it because I’m drowning in her once blue eyes, summer, and the maybe
she held on her tongue but we’re slipping into the next lane and there’s another car already there, looking for
something to collide with. Me and her. Maybe we’re going to hit it. Maybe we’re going to crash. Maybe it’s
just another heartbeat, echoing.
Well, the impact is a heartbeat but the sound is just as ear-splitting as it should be.
I blink, and the glass is gone, a million pieces of light winking at me as they fly through the air. Maybe, maybe
I’m flying through the air too, but the rain is sprinkling my skin and the wind is whistling and all at once, I
can’t breathe, I can’t breathe, and the only air I retain is her perfume, lingering in my lungs. I think she’s saying my name again and again, except she’s not just saying it, she’s screaming it.
And our words? They’ve exploded. They’re bleeding into the wet asphalt along with the summer that never
happened.
“Don’t you remember when our eyes were blue? We were in the winter of our lives.”
The sun is streaming through the dusty car windows and I’m blinded by the little flashes of light that spring
around the inside of the car; droplets of sunshine that fall down the gray leather seats, brushing gently across
my skin.
She’s wearing denim cut off shorts and her legs leave little spots of moisture on the seat. It’s the kind of day
where you are drenched by the heat.
The light turns green and she pushes the gas pedal a little too hard. She’s always pushing things a little too
hard. The car starts abruptly and makes an unattractive noise. The corner of her lip curls up slightly.
Finally, I respond.
It took me a while. Sometimes the sun is too bright and it’s hard to make words come out of my mouth.
“What’s winter or summer when it comes to life?” It was a hollow joke and neither one of us is laughing. The
puddles of sunlight that dance around the inside of the car are doing it for us.
I know she’s not sure what to do with the words that I’ve handed to her.
Summer.
“Maybe our summer hasn’t happened yet.” She jerks the steering wheel sharply to the left to avoid knocking a
young man off his bike. I try not to breathe too loudly. “Maybe we have to keep waiting.”
Keep waiting for summer.
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But that is the joke, I think to myself as we turn down a side street filled with shade and I silently thank god for
trees. Because I feel like we can’t ever escape summer. It’s just an endless cycle that keeps coming and going
and there’s nothing that we can ever do to stop it.
We can escape it, sure, for short periods of time. But it will always just come around again.
Maybe, I think, the next time she grabs the steering wheel like that, she’ll push it just a fraction too far and we
won’t be together anymore. Maybe it’s because she was too rough with it, no one’s fault but her own. Maybe
because she’s not wearing her seatbelt, she’ll go flying from the front windshield, and because I am, I’ll stay
put. Maybe glass will shatter and the road will burn and our words? Maybe they’ll explode too.
Good riddance, I think. Anything to escape this heat.
She says my name. I can feel the hot air of her breath even though she’s not facing me and she’s not looking at
me. I can feel her tongue as she licks her dry lips and stretches her hands over the steering wheel.
I watch her as she watches the road.
I try to find the blue in her eyes back from when we were in the winter of our lives. Or summer. Whatever. It’s
too damn hot. I have no idea what she’s talking about.
She placates me with a quick glance. Her eyes are fire. I feel them on me and I forget what blue or winter or
cold is.
There are moments when I walk down the street and I pretend that I’m the only person in the world. The cars
honk and growl at me as they drive by, but I just ignore them until they become one seamless hum. A reminder
that there is an outside world besides the one inside my own head, but nothing more tangible than that.
Sometimes, I relish in the rough gust backlash the cars leave me with as they whistle by. Something about it
feels dangerous, something about it feels right. The fact that there’s nothing between me and them except my
own will to keep on walking.
That’s what the impact is like. Like the only thing between us is my own will power whether or not to be impacted.
I close my eyes and try to pretend I’m somewhere else. I think about a big icy glass of water, beads of condensation on the palm of my hand. I think about submerging myself in a freshwater lake. I think about the hot
pavement underneath the wheels of our car. I think about friction and tire rubber and the little spots of moisture
her thighs leave on the leather seats.
Her voice is sighing as she says my name and somewhere other than here there is snow falling in little flakes
to the ground. The heat is sticking to the air on the inside of the car. Her eyes are carefully watching the road
and her hand is pushing the steering wheel but it’s a little too far and she’s a little too much. It’s almost like
she looked at me and couldn’t find the blue in my eyes back from when we were in the winter of our lives and
decided she’d had enough. It’s almost like she looked at the opposite lane, sunlight glaring off the other cars’
windshields and decided that it was the place that she wanted to be.
If the impact is a choice that she made, then the sound is just as ear-splitting as it should be.
I blink a dot of sweat out of my eye and in that instant the glass is gone and the sun goes haywire, exploding
into a million pieces of light that whistle around in the muggy air. I feel a warm breeze on my skin and part of
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me thinks thank god for small miracles, but the sun is still prickling me and all at once I’m suffocated by the
heat and the dry air and I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. The only moisture I retain are the little spots underneath her thighs as she drives the car, except she’s not driving anymore and there isn’t a car anymore, there’s
only sunlight and sweat and the unbearable, agonizing heat.
And our words? They’re split and cracked, lying on the side of the road along with the summer that never
ended.
“Don’t you remember when our eyes were blue? We were in the winter of our lives.”
She looks at me and then turns her head to the right and glances out the passenger side window, her hands
clasped awkwardly in her lap like she doesn’t quite know what to do with them. She’s not used to riding shotgun; she wishes she had the solidarity of a steering wheel.
My own hands flex uncomfortably around the ridged edge. The words she just whispered are echoing inside of
me.
Don’t you remember when our eyes were blue?
She almost never lets me drive, but today she whispered my name in that lilting, playful tone and threw the
keys toward me before flouncing around to the other side of the car.
And we were in the winter of our lives.
She turns around again and I feel her looking at me as I stop short at a red light. Her gaze makes me uncomfortable. I want to turn and look at her too, stick my tongue out at her, smile, make a weird face, but I don’t.
Instead I respond.
“What’s winter or summer when it comes to life?” It was a hollow joke, but she graces it with a slight chuckle
which bounces around the inside of the car and then buries itself in the pre-existing silence. I know what she’s
thinking.
Summer.
I drape my wrists over the steering wheel like I’ve seen her do a thousand times and wait for the light to turn
green. Did it usually take this long? It seemed like we’d been sitting there for hours. Years. Centuries. I inhale
slowly and try to compose myself. I can hear her breathing and I know that she’s still looking at me.
“Maybe…” She says, and the light turns green but I’m late to making the car roll forward because I’m thinking
maybe, maybe what?
Maybe if I can’t straighten myself out, we won’t be together anymore. Maybe I’ll really mess this one up;
maybe we’ll hit a house, a telephone pole, a stop sign, a person. Maybe because the driver’s seat belt is broken
I’ll get thrown from the car, and because she’s fastened in tightly she’ll stay put. Maybe the car will go up in
flames and maybe we’ll burn and our words? Maybe they’ll explode too.
She turns back to the window and I feel the muscles in my shoulders loosen slightly.
“Maybe our summer hasn’t happened yet.” Her voice trickles down my spine making me tense up again.
“Maybe we have to keep waiting.”
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Keeping waiting for summer.
This time I’m the one who risks a glance, sweeping her with my eyes and taking them off the road for a split
second. I see her hands tightly clasped together in her lap, the little wisps of hair that escaped from her ponytail framing her face, her eyelashes brushing her cheek as she blinks at the window. She turns her face back to
me and I can see my name on her lips even though she doesn’t say it.
I try to find that blue in her eyes, back from when we were in the winter of our lives.
She still doesn’t say my name, just lets it linger there in the air.
Lately I’ve been falling into an all-encompassing sleep each night that swallows me and spits me out in the
morning, stricken and confused. I fall onto the mattress and lose myself in this strange void. The other night
I woke up in my clothes—I’d never taken them off. The night before I didn’t even move my laptop off my
bed before sinking into it. I was lucky that I didn’t knock it onto the floor while I was asleep. But then again,
I guess it’s not luck. This whole thing, it’s not luck. It’s not chance or fate or destiny. It’s not a coincidence
either or a rare occurrence. It just is.
I woke up this morning from a dreamless pit of sleep, got up, put on my clothes, and then this afternoon a
black Volkswagen drove headfirst into a 1979 Ford pickup truck. Earlier today my history teacher talked about
the events of June 6th, 1944 and later, JFK hospital will get a call about two teenagers that were involved in a
collision, no alcohol or intoxication involved, no engine malfunction. It wasn’t the road conditions or darkness
or fog. It just was.
Tomorrow, everyone will be silent and people will talk to each other on the phone, their voices tangling together as they try to find the right words. And the next day everyone will go to school and work and get on with
their lives. Everyone except for us. And as each day passes, the air won’t be as tight as it was. Waves will trip
over each other on their way to reach the sand and snow will form in clouds and get ready to fall.
That’s what the impact is like. It just is. One second she’s saying my name. The next second she’s not saying
anything. One second our eyes were blue. The next second I can’t even remember what colors are, or seasons
or rain or sunlight because I blink and the glass is gone and the sound is just as ear-splitting as it should be.
The windshield of the car her father bought for her 17th birthday is now separated into a thousand pieces of
light and is whistling through the air. I feel the breath in my nose and I hear her saying my name, but she’s not
saying it, she’s really not, and I feel the heat and the rain and her fingernails against my skin and the dampness in the palms of my hands and suddenly I hit the ground again and that impact is unlike anything I’ve ever
expected. It’s not a heartbeat, or a decision. It just happens. And it hits me. And the breath I’ve been trying to
contain rushes out of me.
And our words? They’ve exploded too. They’ve felt the impact too. But by the time the other cars pull over
and someone dials 911, they’ll be gone, crushed into the asphalt. No one will ever know the words that caused
me to lose control of that damn car. No one will ever know the reason.
Do you remember when our eyes were blue?
We were in the winter of our lives.
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conflicted and frustrated. Eventually, all of my emotions left
me tired and numb; I felt as if I could melt into the ground.
My internal experience through this tough time inspired
“Seeping Sorrows”. With this piece, I wanted to convey
my deep pain and share it with the world in the hopes
that others could relate.
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Ashmita Rajkumar is a first-year student at the University
of Pittsburgh. Her love and interest in Bharatanatyam began
at age eight when she first started taking classes. Slowly, her curiosity turned into passion that fueled her research throughout high
school. In the last four years, she competed in various science fair
competitions. In her free time, she enjoys traveling, photographing the wonders of the world, and spending time with friends and
family.
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down to “bhavam” which means expression, “ragam”

Abstract
Bharatanatyam is a classical dance form originating
from Tamil Nadu, Southern India, and is known for
its elegance, beauty, and ability to express ideas and
stories. This enchanting dance form suffered throughout history due to the stigmatizing nature of the Indian
caste system in regards to the values and perceptions
that the dance form held. Bharatanatyam’s origins are
unable to be precisely identified. However, its beginning is understood to date back more than 2000 years,
into ancient India. Even though many kings and rulers contributed to the flourishment of Bharatanatyam,
there is a consensus among scholars that it rose to
prominence during the Rajaraja Chola period. The
golden age of Bharatanatyam, during the Chola period,
began to diminish after the Cholas, but still survived as
an art form for hundreds of years, until the British colonized India during the 17th century. The 17th century
brought not only Bharatanatyam but also the entirety
of India into a state of calamity in which the perception
of Bharatanatyam as a dance form experienced a drastic shift. Bharatanatyam was seen as an art form that
only the poor members of Indian society engaged in,
until the early 20th century, when certain upperclassmen activists realized the beauty of Bharatanatyam and
revolutionized its entire perception as a dance form to
be engaged in by everyone in society. The effect of the
revolution still can be seen today, as children all over
the world from different social backgrounds eagerly
seek to learn this ancient dance form.

History of Bharatanatyam

Bharatanatyam is an ancient classical dance form
from Tamil Nadu that has been in existence for over
2000 years. The word Bharatanatyam can be broken

which means music, “talam”, which means rhythm,
and “natyam”, which means dance. The dance that society now calls Bharatanatyam was actually referred to
as Sadir Natyam during ancient times (Shankar, 1994).
Sadir refers to dancing in the royal courts, which was
the original purpose of Bharatanatyam during ancient
times. During the early ages of India, Bharatanatyam
was used as a form of entertainment for rulers in India in which people, known as Devadasis, or temple
dancers, would dance for the kings. The temple dancers were, to an extent, servants to the king and devoted
their lifetime to both learn and dance on a daily basis
for the royals of the kingdom.
Bharatanatyam is an expressive dance form that
utilizes many body parts, such as the eyes, hands, and
feet to accentuate various human emotions. Modern
Bharatanatyam contains over 30 individual hand gestures with each gesture representing a different meaning. The myriad of patterns that arise from a combination of eye and hand gestures allows for both men and
women dancers to create a story through this visually
aesthetic dance. For example, the hand gesture “pataaka” is done with all the fingers held straight like a
stop sign, without any gap between the fingers. Pataaka is used in Bharatanatyam to express denial, blessings, months, years, etc.

The Caste System

The caste system is a unique social stratification
structure of Indian society that, though dating back
more than 3000 years, has firmly persevered into modern Indian society. The caste system is hereditarily selective with little to no opportunity to move between
castes. Thus, the caste system is a key element in the
identity of an Indian individual and significantly af-
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fects their social life and environment (Belkin, 2008).

tem, they were outcasts amongst the other four classes in the caste system and could only engage in jobs
such as sweepers or cleaners (Torri, 2009).

Bharatanatyam During Ancient India
From historical accounts, it is evident that dance

and music were prominent during the Sangam period
and the Chola dynasty. The Sangam period, which
arose during the second century, contains the first
written records of Devadasis, thereby proving the
existence of Bharatanatyam. In the popular TamFigure 1. Indian Caste System (Belkin, 2008).

il epic, Silapathikaram, written during Sangam era,

The caste system is composed of five main class-

the central character, Kovalan, is the son of wealthy

es in hierarchical descending order: Brahmins, Ksha-

merchant. Kovalan’s mistress, Madhavi, was a Deva-

triyas, Vaishyas, Shudras, and Untouchables. Each

dasi woman who was given the same importance and

class within the caste system dictates the occupations

respect as Kovalan’s wife, Kannagi. Even though

and power that members within the caste were born

breaking monogamy was considered a sinful act,

into. The Brahmins belong at the top of the caste

Madhavi was still treated in an honorable manner

system and served as priests in temples. Their role

(Shankar, 1994).

was to serve as the gatekeepers and the direct connection between the Hindu gods and members of Indian society. The next caste is the Kshatriyas, who
were the warriors and rulers of society. The Kshatriyas were responsible for serving the public in all
forms through administration, law making, and protection of the citizens of society. The Vaishyas, who
were merchants and landowners, were the next caste
in the system. The Vaishyas were responsible for all
commercial activity in India. The second to last class
contains the Shudras, who were relatively unskilled

Figure 2. A geographical illustration of the Chola’s
Territory and Influence (Chakraborty, 2004).

laborers. In Indian society, the Shudras engaged in

Bharatanatyam entered its age of prominence

jobs as peasants and farmers working the lands of the

during the Chola dynasty in Southern India. The

Vaishyas. The final caste contains the Untouchables,

Chola dynasty began during the 9th century and last-

who held little to no power in society at all. Even

ed until the late 13th century. The Chola dynasty was

though the Untouchables were part of the caste sys-

known for its wartime abilities, through which, at its
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peak, Chola was able to expand all the way to the

vara Temple, and the Vriddhagirishvara Temple. The

northeastern border of India. What set the Chola dy-

oldest of these is the Brihadeeswarar Temple, which

nasty apart from other dynasties during this time was

was built by Rajaraja Chola, but its Karana sculpture

that the Chola dynasty became well known for its lit-

remains incomplete. The ancient inscriptions have

erature, art, music, and architectural abilities through

shown that over 400 Devadasis were able to dance in

structures, such as the Brihadeeswarar Temple, which

the name of Hindu gods and serve the Chola Empire

still stands today (Orr, 2000).

in the Brihadeeswarar Temple. As the Chola Empire
grew all over India, the Cholas built temples in the
areas they conquered, which allowed for an increase
in the number of Devadasis that resided in the Chola Empire. The Devadasis were such a large part of
Chola life, that even the Chola princess, Kundavai,
learned Bharatanatyam from a Devadasi (Orr, 2000).
Scholars have been investigating as to why the
Chola Empire was so receptive and welcoming of

Figure 3. A Karana that can be found in the Brihadeeswarar Temple (Prasad, 1991).
Bharatanatyam flourished, because the dance

Devadasis. From their research, multiple theories

form fit perfectly into the Chola Empire’s value sys-

created during this time in India stated that devoting

tem. The Chola Empire promoted the Devadasi sys-

girls to temples would help improve the welfare of

tem, and Devadasis were then also known as Devar

the empire, itself (Prasad, 1991). This idea’s purpose

Adigalar. Devar, in Tamil means “God” and Adi-

is somewhat similar to a sacrifice that many cultures

galar means “servant”, which thus makes Devadasis

engage in to please a supernatural being. By devoting

“God’s Servants” (Orr, 2000). Devadasis during the

girls to temples, the Cholas believed that they would

Chola dynasty were well respected and given a haven

be giving the ultimate offering to the Hindu gods and

in the Chola Empire.

goddesses, in the form of the purity and kindness that

have been formulated. One common theory that was

Bharatanatyam is based on the 108 positions of

a girl represents in Hindu culture. Furthermore, schol-

Lord Nataraja’s “Dance of Triumph”, which are de-

ars have postulated that girls could have devoted their

scribed in the Natya Shasta, a text focused on the

lives to the Hindu temples in order to increase the fer-

art of performance. Karanas, which are depictions

tility of the land (Shankar, 1994). Ancient India was

of the 108 positions, still exist on temples in Tam-

an agrarian based society and by devoting a small pro-

il Nadu. Five temples that were built during this era

portion of the population to the art of Bharatanatyam

contain Karanas that clearly evoke the beauty of the

for religious purposes, the Cholas may have been

positions: the Brihadeeswarar Temple, the Nataraja

optimistic for an expanding population and livestock.

Temple, the Sarangapani Temple, the Arunachalesh-

Another prevailing theory about the dominance of
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Devadasis during the Chola era revolves around the

power, they could no longer provide money or support

relationship between Bharatanatyam and the Hindu

for the Devadasis (Torri, 2009). Furthermore, even if

religion. During the Chola dynasty, Bharatanatyam

a Devadasis could somehow make a living through

was seen as a sacred dance to please the Hindu gods

Bharatanatyam, their livelihood was momentary. Indi-

and goddesses (Srinivasan, 1985). Only upper caste

an society became more judgmental and critical about

individuals were allowed to dance in the temples,

the physical features of a Devadasi. Once a Devadasi’s

while lower caste members were permitted to dance

physical beauty began to fade, she could be shunned

in non-religious functions, such as marriages and

from ever dancing again. This left many Devadasis

puberty ceremonies (Srinivasan, 1985). The combi-

struggling with no other opportunities or options for

nation of both the upper caste individual’s involve-

a livelihood (Soneji, 2010). The Devadasis therefore

ment in Bharatanatyam and the direct link between

entered a state of poverty in which they could not sup-

Bharatanatyam and Hinduism bolstered the image and

port themselves or the temples they danced within.

value that Bharatanatyam had in Chola society. In An-

Bharatanatyam began to lose its bond and identity with

cient Indian societies, politics and religion were heav-

religion as a form of offering.

ily related, because rulers relied heavily on religion to
bolster their wealth and kingdom (Orr, 2000). Due to
the link between politics and religion, Devadasis were
in close proximity to the Chola rulers which helped
raise their status in society. The Chola rulers also supported the Devadasis financially, allowing the Devadasis to help raise the prestige and wealth of the temples
(Vanamamalai, 1974). Overall, the Devadasis’ association with religion allowed them to become central to
the Chola social system.

Bharatanatyam During Colonial British
India

Figure 4. A Devadasi can be seen dancing in front of
men during the Colonial British India era (Hancock,
2000).
Although this art form began to lose its connection
to religion, Bharatanatym survived through the offering of girls to temples by their family in the hope of

Once the British and other European powers began

bringing good fortune to their home (Soneji, 2011).

colonizing India, during the 17th century, the role of

Other reasons why families may offer girls to the tem-

Bharatanatyam and how it was seen changed dramati-

ple during this time include being unable to find a hus-

cally. The British colonial rule had no foreseeable use

band for the girl or that the girl was a child of premar-

for the aristocratic system of India. Although the Brit-

ital intercourse. In the Chola period, families offered

ish did not destroy the aristocratic system of India, for-

their girls as a devotion for religious reasons and to

mer kings were left powerless and subservient to the

bring prosperity into their families. In contrast, during

British (Dirks, 1992). Essentially, these once powerful

the Colonial India period, families offered their girls

were now managers for the British. Having lost their

as a last resort in hopes of escaping poverty or because
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their girls may have no future due to lack of a male

rameter for judgment, it is evident that Devadasis were

presence in their lives.

constantly linked to negative attitudes, such as being

Beyond the economic conditions and the circum-

more promiscuous and having no honor. Colonial In-

stances which caused girls to become temple dancers,

dia society did not respect the Devadasis the same way

Devadasis also suffered in their social appearance in

that the Chola society did.

society. During the Chola period, mainly upper caste

Modern Bharatanatyam

girls would become Devadasis, because of the associa-

There is no absolute year as to when India entered

tion between Bharatanatyam and Hinduism. However,

its modern era, but most scholars agree that the ear-

during the Colonial British India era, many lower caste

ly 20th century is an acceptable starting point, since

and even untouchables became Devadasis, which was

that is when the British began losing control of India

unheard of for the time. Even the music that the Deva-

(Dirks, 1992). As India entered its current era, a clear

dasis danced to displayed the inferior attitudes that

shift towards more progressive and liberal ideas can

were projected upon them. A sample song that displays

be seen. Bharatanatyam and the Devadasi system were

these antagonistic views is shown below:

antiquated in comparison to the progressive ideas that

It’s true, I have my period But don’t let that stop you.
No Rules Apply
To another man’s wife
I beg you to come close
But you always have second thoughts All these codes
where written
By men who don’t know how to love
When I come at you, wanting you, why do you back
off?
You don’t have to touch my whole body
Just bend over and kiss. (Narayana Rao, 2002)
This song illustrates a view in which Devadasi women are more open about their body and sexuality in contrast to normal Indian women in society.
One might argue that this shows women’s liberation
and progressive attitudes that should be accepted and
praised, however, it is important to know that a Devadasi did not write the song. A group of men wrote this
song and decided that it would be appropriate for a girl
to dance to it, as if these were her views. In Indian society, to this day, girls who are more private about their
body and in a sense, more pure, are more appreciated
and valued. Using Indian cultural standards as a pa-

stemmed from this time period. Certain leaders of India
saw that Bharatanatyam needed change and led a revolution to fight for a brighter future for Bharatanatyam.
Modern day Indians were unhappy with how the
Devadasi system worked. These Indians felt that
Bharatanatyam and having a personal life did not
necessarily have to be mutually exclusive occupations. They believed that a girl could dance liberally
without having to devote her entire life to the temple. Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy, a physician, freedom
fighter, and woman’s activist, was unsatisfied with the
Devadasi system and fought for its eradication. Even
though Dr. Reddy was not a dancer herself, she felt
that women did not have to be subjugated to the Devadasi conditions in order to learn this beautiful art. Dr.
Reddy fought relentlessly and was able to present a
bill to the Madras Legislative Council that eventually
became the Devadasi Abolition Act. This act contained
hundreds of conditions about the Devadasi system, but
the most notable changes was that it became illegal
for girls to become Devadasis. Anyone who promoted
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or pressured girls into becoming Devadasis could be

Nadu state-sponsored Bharatanatyam academy. Chil-

given imprisonment for up to five years. The act had

dren globally come to Kalakshetra to this day to learn

multiple retroactive clauses that allowed prior Deva-

Bharatanatyam (Samson, 2010). Ms. Arundale and

dasis to give up the role and be granted the same rights

Mr. Iyer’s efforts have liberated Bharatanatyam from

as other women in India, including the right to marry.

being a dance exclusively for certain castes

Dr. Reddy’s struggle is the main reason why there are

Conclusion

no more Devadasis in existence today. She complete-

Undoubtedly, the perception and the purpose of

ly changed the purpose of Bharatanatyam from an art

Bharatanatyam has changed over time. The Chola

form performed solely for the pleasure of the Hindu

dynasty represented a golden age of Bharatanatyam,

gods and goddesses, to a more tolerant art form that

where Devadasis, who were mainly upper caste in-

girls from around the world can enjoy.

dividuals, were valued for their service to the Hindu

Until the early 20th century, Bharatanatyam was pri-

gods and goddesses. The wealth of the kingdom grew,

marily a dance form that was performed by lower caste

allowing Devadasis and the temples to become even

members. Krishna Iyer was a lawyer from the Brah-

richer. This golden age of Bharatanatyam came to

min caste who foresaw Bharatanatyam as a dance that

an abrupt halt when the British colonized India and

should have no association with caste. Unfortunately,

Devadasis lost all their wealth, with some being left

Mr. Iyer was a male with no Bharatanatyam dancing

to beg. During this colonial British India, Devadasis

background, so it was difficult to have his statements

came from lower caste families, rather than the upper

and views valued by society. Rukmini Devi Arundale,

caste families during the Chola period. Ultimately,

a Theosophical Society activist who shared Mr. Iyer’s

this state of depression for Bharatanatyam ended in

beliefs about Bharatanatyam, also had no experience

the early 20th century, when Dr. Muthulakshmi Red-

dancing, but she learned and became an expert in

dy legally fought to destroy the Devadasi system and

Bharatanatyam. Ms. Arundale was a Brahmin, like Mr.

allow girls to have their own personal lives, while still

Iyer, and the joint efforts between Ms. Arundale and

enjoying the art of Bharatanatyam. Ms. Arundale and

Mr. Iyer rejuvenated Bharatanatyam. Ms. Arundale

Mr. Iyer fought off the social stigmas associated with

brought back the honor of the dancers, by eliminat-

Bharatanatyam and made the art form free of any caste

ing the erotic elements of Bharatanatyam that could

association to allow women from any caste to experi-

be seen in the Colonial British India song, and filling

ence Bharatanatyam. Today, Bharatanatyam is learnt

it with spiritual values (Medhuri, 2005). She used her

by many girls around the world. Other than being an

aesthetic knowledge to enhance the beauty of dance

art form marked by beauty and finesse in its delivery,

presentation, by replacing the unprofessional costumes

Bharatanatyam training makes for a vigorous workout

with intricate dance wear and jewelry. Rather than ad-

of the mind, body, and soul. Bharatanatyam has had

vocating that Bharatanatyam be learned just by the up-

its highs and lows, yet this art form still remains alive

per castes, Ms. Arundale encouraged everyone to learn

and well thousands of years later.

it. Ms. Arundale was able to open Kalakshetra, a Tamil
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In my piece “mine/mind”, I attempt to
depict the feeling of love in a whirlwind of gummy
clouds. In my second piece, “ur insides r showin”, I
demonstrate a representation of how we all feel on
the inside, shown by a crayon like coloring.
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Genna Edwards is studying English
Writing (Fiction) and Film Studies at
the University of Pittsburgh. Overall,
her writing is inspired by nuanced portrayals of mental health, especially those
pertaining to women and the LGBTQ+
community. This particular story was inspired by a string of former relationships.
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Surgeon General’s Warning: This work
contains discussions of sexual assault

Genna
Edwards

I told them I quit smoking but I didn’t. The reasons don’t matter, I mean, they do matter, and
I’m just saying that to try to lessen the blow. I get it ain’t the biggest deal in the world, this type
of relapse. I can explain.
It was mechanical, the cause and effect inevitable. As blatantly obvious, retroactively, as the
market crashing or Donald Trump or my cat growing older and pissing on the wood floors and
going blind and deaf and dying.
10
I’m stressed. Constantly. Everyone says they are but my neuroses are different, mine are
worse. (Again, says everybody.) Not that’s it a competition (They all say.)
First date etiquette: let’s compare grievances. Violet left me with copycat anorexia and a carnal
knowledge that one day everyone leaves, unexpectedly. You can love someone but they’ll never forgive the compulsive skin ripping, the glitter pen lists, the tying and untying of shoelaces.
Where’d I get those bruises?
I’m bloody.
I’m weak.
I’m running into counter corners. I drink two liters of water a day and say, airily, “Apple juice
has so many goddamn calories”. I buy a pack of Camels as a dinner substitute.
Let’s face it. It’s always a competition around here.
9
Sitting front row in Moral Philosophy fucked me up. Now more than ever I’m aware of my
motivations and their moral implications, how maybe I’m only saying I love you because I’m
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insecure and I want to- need to- hear it back.
Do I love you because I love you or because society says this is the word I’m supposed to feel,
this word so laden with nuance and expectation and gender rituals I don’t understand? Would I
love you if I’d never heard of the concept before? And taking into consideration my penchant for
always blurting the words first, trying to create my own movies and never hearing it back- the
screen flicks to black. We’re all wondering how it ends and lemme tell you the three magic words
don’t make a celebrity cameo in a voice not my own. I go home to my apple cider vinegar and
South Park and don’t shower for weeks.
I get it. You want your money back.
8
Some psychologists believe that all our adult mental problems are rooted in our childhoods
and situational upbringings. How we form attachments to our primary caregiver(s) comes to directly impact how we act in romantic relationships. This is called “attachment theory”.
Freud, in a similar vein, believes we attempt to recreate our pasts. He says I want to relive the
boys following me home off the bus, the shaky crying in the locker room, discovering everyone
had been mocking the sound of my voice and I hadn’t known. Freud says I want to prove to myself I’m meant to be alone. He says I’ll be comfortable with the familiar.
(He also says I want to bone my dad, so. Grain of salt.)
7
Pushing Jeremy or Mark or Whatever-His-Name-Is against the wall in the basement, some
rock band being misogynistic in the corner, seems extra punk when I taste like an ashtray because
now Whatever-His-Name-Is knows, without me having to voice it, that I like to self-destruct. I
like to wallow. I like the way black feels.
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6
I told Eric that I’d gladly take his mother’s cancer if it meant she could be alive again. My
motivations weren’t to make him pity me, squeeze me tighter, tell me I’m amazing and beautiful
and nobody should hate themselves the way I do. Can I do anything to help? I’ll stay with you no
matter what and we’ll get through this together. Let me kiss you. You’re so strong baby- no. My
motivation was that I meant it and I needed to air it.
So I did.
5
Time isn’t linear. I didn’t experience the assault while it was happening; no, I felt it months
later in a packed Target parking lot, hair sticking to my forehead sheen of sweat, Goodwill Doc
Martens rubbing red welts into the backs of my ankles.
I recounted. Told my best friend how I couldn’t see behind me and didn’t grasp what was happening until Stephen said something romantic along the lines of “damn”. I remember crumbling
to the floor afterward. I thanked him for being so gentle. I said, “Other guys wouldn’t have been
that nice”. I said, “I love you”.
In real-time, saying it all aloud, I realized what had been done to me. I recoiled from myself
and then realized the impossibility of such an action- I cannot escape my own body. I am stuck
with my shame and my ignorance, my blind worship of a man it turns out I didn’t know.
Sometimes I still feel him. He sits across from me in the easy chair as I type this. He’s naked.
He’s not smiling.
Sometimes I wonder if I’m in a horror film and don’t know it.
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4
Yorgos Lanthimos uses the body as a means to explore the fleeting notion of freedom under
oppressive governmental institutions. If he’s right, if our physical existence is a proxy for the
level of autonomy we have, I should be paralyzed. I should be in chains. I should be locked in a
basement, decapitated in a crawl space.
Tell me if I’m wrong: I have no power. I’m a dandelion. Blow me away.
3
Unfortunately for health nuts and/or the American parent, smoking looks cool. Makes me feel
like maybe I could be the Hepburn to your Dean.
Cigarettes let me imagine for one second that I’m a little lemon bar with a pastel aesthetic
Tumblr account and a healthy relationship with my genitalia. I don’t have a stutter; I don’t have
a scar on the inside of my left thigh; I’m not a future statistic. I’m lightheaded and gorgeous and
don’t listen to The Used. I don’t hesitate before picking a restroom. I’m a girl. I am confident in
this. I do not stop to think about it.
2
Lung cancer would be a good excuse.
Jumping off a bridge just to jump off a bridge? Confusing. I might as well have a reason
they’ll take seriously, something physical. An illness of the mind, they’d take it seriously if I had
a penis. They’d say oh his brain is afflicted, he’s a tortured soul, he’ll be a genius one day. But I
don’t have a penis; instead I have this disease of the brain, this worm gobbling up all the serotonin and they call me crazy; they call me a hot mess; they blame my menstrual cycle.
The doctors examining my empty carcass won’t focus on the lack of light there, they’ll notice
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the effects smoking had on my corpse. The smoking, yeah. The cancer. Must’ve been too much
for her. The bridge makes sense now.
1
Long story short, we use drugs to forget things.
I guess there’s a lot I’m trying to forget.
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Eric Gosney
Eric is a senior at the University of Pittsburgh majoring in English Literature and
minoring in Studio Arts. Drawing inspiration from disparate or
often unrelated sources, his artwork combines the visual with literary
or cultural elements to add multiple layers of interpretation. His preferred
method of creation is fine-line graphic illustration, but he is expanding
his artistic repertoire by incorporating painting and papercutting into
his distinct style. He designed the cover artwork for the Winter
2016 issue of Pitt-Greensburg’s literary magazine “Pendulum” and Brooke Lawrence’s book of poetry “Eleven
Pounds”.

Inspired by true
events, “Sunflower Bongwater” is an ongoing
concept I’m exploring across different mediums. For
this iteration, each component is an individually cut piece
of cardstock paper combined with every page from Dr. Seuss’s “Oh, The Places You’ll Go!” and measures at 25” x
26”. Associating Dr. Seuss with drug use, this piece is a
playful and fun reimagining on the theme of the book;
sometimes the greatest adventures you go on first
require taking a deep breath.
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Erin McKenney is a junior at Lafayette College in Easton, Pennsylvania. She is studying Psychology and Anthropology & Sociology.
This piece was inspired by her coursework in Sociology of Deviance, but she especially chose this topic because of its intersections
between sociology and psychology. She loves learning about people’s
decision-making processes (why they do the things they do) and how
that impacts and is impacted by the culture around them.
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Internet trolls are a group of individuals

variety of groups, operating within the common

who find enjoyment in spurring the emotional

belief that “nothing should be taken seriously”,

distress of others through online interactions.

and therefore deeming “public displays of sen-

This is accomplished through comments, me-

timentality, political conviction, and/or ideo-

mes, and occasionally online videos designed

logical rigidity as a call to trolling arms” (Phil-

to mock individuals. While trolls can be of any

lips, 2015, p. 25). Where grief or weaknesses

age or gender, most American trolls are male

are exposed, trolls see an opportunity to teach a

millennials (Kleinman, 2014). Trolls insult and

victim not to overshare or form attachments on-

mock children, adolescents, grieving families,

line. They justify their actions as something the

and minorities with equal levels of blithe. These

victim was “asking for” or “deserved”. Through

actions are defined by outsiders as deviant due

this explanation, trolls place blame on the vic-

to the extreme, blunt measures that are taken.

tims and practice scapegoating. This excuse is

However, trolls’ actions have a purpose to mem-

not honored in society, causing their actions to

bers of this subculture. Additionally, these ac-

be socially unacceptable and deviant.

tions may not be as foreign from the mainstream

By claiming that their victims invite criticism

culture as an outsider might believe. Trolls’ val-

by being too vulnerable, trolls dedicate their ac-

ues are gendered and reflective of American

tions to correcting victims’ behavior. In this way,

cultural norms while being supported by and

trolling has a purpose, according to functional-

supportive of mainstream media.

ist theory (Adler & Adler, 2016). A functionalist

The term “troll” has been traced to two pos-

theory of deviance implies that the deviant act

sible origins, either reflecting the nasty, mali-

contributes something to the society. Internet

cious creatures of Norse mythology, or the fish-

trolls are enforcers of ideology. American trolls

ing term, which relates to dragging baited lines

see themselves as proud patriots and are, in their

through the water (Phillips, 2015). In mythol-

own minds, supporting national values (Mor-

ogy, troll characteristics vary, but most myths’

rison, 2015). In many ways, they are aligning

trolls are violent and keep to themselves, some-

their behaviors with a cultural value of strength.

times underground. They also have unappealing

This is especially interesting, since most inter-

facial features (“Troll”). This potential origin is

net trolls are men (Kleinman, 2014). In Ameri-

considered to be more derogatory than the fish-

ca, perceived masculine traits, such as strength,

ing reference. However, both origins connote

are more highly valued than perceived feminine

luring or antagonizing. Internet trolls attack a

traits. This is seen in the compensation given to
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male-dominated versus female-dominated ca-

ruin someone’s privacy and security, therefore

reers, as well as how people talk to and insult

demonstrating a high degree of control. Trolls

others (“don’t be a pussy”, “man up”, “don’t

may also use obscene language and images to

be a sissy”) (Drydakis, Sidiropoulou, Bozani,

distress victims (Schwartz, 2008). In all of these

Selmanovic, & Patnaik; 2017). The dominant

attacks, trolls generally claim they target any

group who has societal power (including being

vulnerability and do not seek particular demo-

seen in the public eye through political offices,

graphics, but attacks have been consistently

etc.) is generally associated with the most ideal-

concentrated on women and minorities (Morri-

ized qualities (Ridgeway, 2001). Therefore, the

son, 2015). In an article about her book, Whit-

traits associated with men (and, furthermore,

ney Phillips explains that trolls are consistently

white, cisgender, heterosexual, abled-bodied

following this pattern (Morrison, 2015). They

men), who hold powerful positions, are deemed

assert power to police “against female-gendered

more desirable than the traits associated with fe-

behaviors”, even using language like “raping

males, who have fewer high positions.

with logic” (Morrison, 2015). It’s evident that

Due to this gendered cultural value system,
trolls are also encouraging societal values when

trolling is a gendered behavior and reinforces
the culture’s gender expectations.

they are showing disdain for a lack of masculin-

Given the trolls’ demographics and justifica-

ity. They’re supporting the idea that stereotypi-

tions, it is likely that there is a link between the

cal masculinity should be encouraged while also

developing masculinity of these predominately

discouraging “weaker” qualities, which they

young men and their actions. Many trolls begin

perceive as feminine. This serves a function:

assuming this role in their adolescent years, and

Internet trolls are both policing others’ presen-

millennials are twice as likely as older adults to

tation of strength, as well as demonstrating their

troll (Gammon, 2014). These millennials would

own gendered notions of dominance and power.

have been growing up in an era with extensive

This is depicted in several ways. In many cas-

media influence and many representations of

es, trolls reveal victims’ personal information,

stereotypical notions of masculinity that are

such as phone numbers, addresses, and Social

seen in social media, video games, movies, and

Security numbers (Schwartz, 2008). Although

much more. The childhood exposure that young-

the trolls may not personally benefit from this

er generations have to media is vastly different

information, the knowledge exemplifies their

from older generations’ childhood experiences

power. They show that they have the ability to

(Da Silva, 2016).
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Interestingly, there is also a continued rela-

that many Americans share (Wike, 2016).

tionship between institutions that publicize no-

Within the larger category of trolls, there are

tions of masculinity and trolling activities (Phil-

many smaller groups who have their own areas

lips, 2015). In some ways, trolls actually support

of interest. They have varying relationships with

corporate interests, because they reinforce the

the larger category, and even trolls will say some

ideology of violent media and create sensational

subcategories go too far. R.I.P. trolls are often

news stories (Phillips, 2015). Trolls’ behaviors

one of these controversially extreme groups.

strengthen ideas, such as gender roles, that are

They target memorial pages on mediums such

propagated by elements of media (like some vid-

as tribute pages and Facebook or, in previous

eo games, social media pages, right-wing news

years, MySpace (Phillips, 2015; Eltman, 2010).

sources, etc.) (Mudde, 2018; Blow, 2014; Gen-

These individuals post antagonistic comments

ter, 2014). For example, female characters are

and images to memorial pages, inciting reac-

far less likely to have a central or even equally

tions from family and friends of the deceased

playable role in video games (Burgess, Stermer,

(Phillips, 2015). Many of these cases continue

& Burgess, 2007). In many of these games, vi-

the gender-policing focus. For example, trolls

olence and power are also deeply linked, often

attack a female victim with insults like “slut”,

including violence against women (Gabbiadini,

engaging gendered language and enforcing their

Riva, Andrighetto, Volpato, & Bushman, 2016).

perceptions on appropriate female behavior (El-

These show American cultural values on which

tman, 2010; Phillips, 2015).

trolls may be capitalizing. Then, media sources

In a particularly striking case, trolls discov-

condemn or draw attention to trolls (“Troll at-

ered a page for a teenage boy who had commit-

tacks on slain editor condemned”, 2018; Adam,

ted suicide. In 2006, Mitchell Henderson was

2016). To many, this is gratifying. The attention

in seventh grade, when he shot himself with his

furthers their “joke”. In this way, trolls are creat-

family’s rifle. Trolls first became interested in

ed by the media, which distributes ideas of pow-

this story when they discovered a comment writ-

er and the social media that allows them to en-

ten by one of Henderson’s classmates, praising

act their deviance by finding victims. They are

him for his choice. The writer repeatedly made

a product of these institutions and support their

a grammatical error, typing “an hero”, which

principles, by continuing what they perceive to

trolls latched onto (Phillips, 2015, p. 28). Since

be American cultural values. Their actions also

trolls generally oppose the showing of senti-

illustrate valuation of free speech, an ideology

mentality and attachment online, the trolls were
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amused by the combination of the error and the

missing iPod. This adds another layer in which

vulnerability that the grieving friend was show-

trolls express their own ideologies. This devi-

ing (Nagle, 2017). From there, the interest grew.

ates from American values, as the United States

Trolls eventually discovered that Henderson’s

is a consumeristic culture, and trolls appear to

iPod had been lost a few days before his suicide

be rejecting that ideal.

and concluded that Henderson had killed him-

Trolls typically justify their actions and ex-

self due to “first world problems”, or consumer-

plain themselves using patriotic terms. They

istic distress over a lost item (Phillips, 2015, p.

appear to be passionate about America and ev-

29). The real motives behind Henderson’s sui-

erything they believe it stands for (Morrison,

cide are unknown, but this heinous interpreta-

2015). If this is the case, perhaps criticizing as-

tion supports a functionalist description of troll-

pects of the culture is part of that patriotism. It

ing. These trolls are condemning problems they

may be an effort to bring out what they deem

perceive in the culture, namely excessive

to be the best qualities of American culture

consumerism.

(strength, resilience, independence, freedom of

R.I.P. trolls are frequently and particularly

speech, etc.) and to mitigate the lesser qualities

invested in the pages of suicide victims who

(consumerism, laziness, selfishness, etc.). Here,

they deem as “privileged”, based on factors

trolls would see their deviance as a functionalist

such as youthfulness and race (Phillips, 2015, p.

learning opportunity, through which Americans

29). This focus on privilege shows that the trolls

can note ways the culture can improve.

are making a value statement, suggesting that

However, to the general population, trolls

the death was not “justifiable” or their life was

go to extremes to express these views. In Hen-

not “hard enough”. This links to the notions of

derson’s case, they even posted a photo of an

strength and masculinity. To a troll, this suicide

iPod laying against his gravestone. They also

victim did not adequately demonstrate strength

had no problem continuing to bother his family

through his choice. This is because they deem

and went so far as to share his parents’ person-

that his circumstances were not overly diffi-

al information online (Phillips, 2015). This re-

cult, and he should have been tougher. Again,

sulted in the family receiving many phone calls,

they are policing gendered values and traits that

with callers claiming to be their son and asking

American culture support. In Henderson’s case,

to be let into the house or saying that he was

trolls perceived consumerism as negative and

at the cemetery and needed a ride. These com-

associated consumerism with a fixation on the

ments were distressing, especially his mother.
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His father notes that the calls continued for over

of privilege (Morrison, 2015). Therefore, a par-

a year and usually sounded like they were made

ticipant must separate themselves from their vic-

by young people (Schwartz, 2008). There was

tims if they are able to call someone else privi-

also a (since removed) YouTube clip posted, in

leged or criticize their consumeristic tendencies.

which an actor dramatically depicted Hender-

This allows trolls to avoid guilt and fear of hy-

son’s death, featuring the loss of the iPod as a

pocrisy. As Phillips points out, not only is this

crucial plot point. Additionally, memes used the

trolling gendered, it also demonstrates a sense

phrase “an hero”, as a synonym for “kill your-

of entitlement (2015).

self” and encouraged suicide (Schwartz, 2008;

Trolls believe that emotions are something

Nagle, 2017). This phrase has been used to pro-

that should be exploited in other people and ig-

voke suicide attempts in the years following

nored in oneself. The anonymity and distancing

Henderson’s death, often relating to young vic-

screen between a troll and his victim allow one

tims who trolls saw as privileged (Daily Mail

to separate himself from the damage being done

Online, 2013). These actions affected families

(Phillips, 2015). It is not a personal relationship,

deeply, while also causing harm to students who

and they can forget how real the damage could

struggle with their mental health.

be for their victims. Therefore, trolls minimize
guilt while maximizing amusement, making this
a logical choice in the classical theory model.
This model acts like a cost-benefit analysis,
where an act is rational if the pleasure is greater than the pain (Adler & Adler, 2016). Here, it
would explain that analysis reveals high incentive for trolls, due to the low risk of displeasure

This is one of the popular memes that trolls

and the high potential reward. This results from

created to mock the “an hero” comment and

the anonymity they can usually achieve and the

encourage suicide (“An Hero”, 2018).

presumable pleasure that they find in the activi-

In order to post on memorial boards and aggressively target grieving families, trolls must

ty. Minimizing discomfort by distancing oneself
is a key component of this rationale.

detach themselves from the situation and the

Anthropologists like Gregory Bateson

emotions involved. The activity of trolling re-

offer a relationship where the troll wears a

quires extensive free time that seems indicative

“mask” and pretends that his actions are play-
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ful (Bateson, 1972; Phillips, 2015). However,

phrases like “Terrified Kid”,1 “Girl’s Goldilocks

the victim is required to take the comments

Catch Fire on Her Birthday”,2 and “Funny Fall

seriously. This lets trolls feel that they are do-

Moments”.3 Americans must find some appeal

ing something funny, not damaging, while still

in watching others, including children and vul-

getting an emotional reaction from the victims

nerable people, fall and be frightened.

(Phillips, 2015). In this way, the victim is placed

Although the focus of this paper is on Amer-

into a situation of unequal negative reciprocity

ican trolls, it’s worth mentioning that these types

(Saranovic, 2001). Even if a victim tries to re-

of television shows and joy in others’ minor

spond with equal negativity, the troll will not be

suffering is not unique to America. In German,

aroused. The exchange unfairly favors the troll.

there is even a word, “Schadenfreude”, that re-

This further emphasizes the classical theory per-

fers to “reveling in the misfortune” of another

spective that the troll’s pleasure is maximized—

person, especially (but not always) “someone

with minimal displeasure—making the act of

you dislike” (Phillips, 2015, p. 24). Perhaps the

trolling rational.

distinction between these forms of entertain-

Despite the rationality that theories provide

ment and the mindset of trolls is the degree of

for deviant behaviors, very few trolls would de-

suffering intended and the causal link: some-

scribe their motivations in these terms. Instead,

one is willing to personally inflict that suffering

trolls say they do it for the “lulz”, a variation of

upon unsuspecting others for entertainment, in-

“lol” or “laugh out loud” that indicates amuse-

stead of just enjoying the outcomes. In one case,

ment in the distress of others (Phillips, 2015, p.

a troll is willing to cause that pain for their own

28; Buckels, Trapnell, & Paulhus, 2014). This

amusement. In another, people of all ages learn

entertainment is defined as deviant by main-

to laugh at pain that is conveniently presented

stream culture. However, many Americans en-

to us.

gage in similar amusement in the suffering of

If Americans participate in their own forms

others through mediums like America’s Fun-

of “Schadenfreude” and enjoying strangers’

niest Home Videos (AFV). The AFV website

pain, how do they permit or encourage these

proudly shares that this is ABC’s “longest-run-

acts but despise the actions of trolls? How do

ning primetime television show” and has been

they separate the joy people of all ages find in

on the air since 1989 (“About AFV”, 2018).

watching video clips of people embarrassing

Their recent videos have captions that include

themselves from the joy trolls feel when they
mock strangers on the internet? In many ways,
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this is a question of labeling (Adler & Adler,

to troll, perhaps due to the mask mentality or

2016). Social groups have not chosen to label

the distance a screen provides. Social media

AFV viewers as deviant, but they have drawn

companies are forced to pursue other means of

the line before the realm of internet trolls. The

control in order to combat trolls like these.

act of deviance is that they go “too far”. They

Companies like Twitter are making new

try too hard to inflict harm and do so personally,

efforts to block trolls and prevent them from

perhaps causing more distress than those film-

creating new accounts (Balakrishnan, 2017).

ing AFV video submissions would. There seems

Preventing their ability to comment seems to be

to be a socially unacceptable point at which they

the only way to stop an existing troll from shar-

are actively looking to cause distress and target-

ing abusive language or images. Unfortunately,

ing vulnerable populations. It is not that this is

many trolls find ways to work around that obsta-

a foreign concept in American culture or even

cle, such as hacking into other accounts. There

that people do not normally find amusement in

have also been instances in which trolls were

others’ pain. It is the fact that trolls actively and

sued as a control mechanism. This happened in

openly solicit that entertainment. In many ways,

a recent case when a Jewish family was harassed

it is their frank honesty in the matter that is de-

by Neo-Nazis online (Drake & Seaborn, 2017).

viant.

They were able to trace the trolls to a website

For many who work for social media com-

and saw that it was an organized effort, led by a

panies or are concerned with bullying behav-

single individual of whom they found the name.

iors, the question becomes how to end trolling

In addition to verbal harassment of the family,

behavior. Looking through a classical theory

the trolls had included threatening images and

lens, is it possible to make the consequence un-

sound bites. Several of the interactions implied

pleasant enough to discourage the act? In this

a threat of firearm usage (Drake & Seaborn,

line of thinking, some propose making it more

2017). However, this level of prosecution does

difficult to be anonymous. While this may de-

not usually occur. Even in this case that has a

crease some behaviors, there are trolls that

clear indication of who was involved and what

do not have a problem with the attention that

happened, the outcome is undetermined. Issues

a known identity provides. In fact, these trolls

including the limitations of free speech are ques-

are some of our most well-known and persistent

tioned in the courts, preventing victims from a

(Morrison, 2015). They seem to still be able to

favorable decision (Drake & Seaborn, 2017). In

separate themselves from their victims enough

other circumstances, the trolling may not be as
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visibly malicious as these Neo-Nazis’, or it may

schools discuss cyberbullying, trolling may be

be too time-consuming or expensive for a victim

best avoided by preventing students from feel-

to pursue. Lawsuits are not always practical for

ing dissociated from their online actions. If that

victims. To go through these lawsuits, a victim

separation from victims could be broken before

needs resources, time, and evidence that clearly

students became fully aware of the opportuni-

goes beyond the protections of free speech.

ty to troll others online, perhaps some progress

Victims also need the identity of their ha-

could be made.

rasser, which is not always easy to uncover.

Trolling behaviors can be well-explained

When not online, each troll has the potential

by both functionalist and classical theories of

to be an average person. They have the ability

deviance. There is a strong link between the

to choose when to practice their deviance and

demographics of the subculture and the behav-

to whom they present it. Most trolls blend in

iors they exhibit, showing stereotypical rep-

during the rest of their day, as they interact with

resentations of masculinity. Trolls are online

coworkers, neighbors, and friends. They also

gender-police, setting expectations for strength

choose whether to troll alone or to be in online

and mocking those who show weakness. Ad-

communities where trolls bond and collaborate

ditionally, they display their own masculinity

(Phillips, 2015). For investigators, IP addresses

through exhibitions of dominance in their apa-

can reveal locations, but they are often difficult

thy and control over situations. They find weak-

to obtain without a subpoena or court order. To

nesses that may unveil personal information for

combat these challenges, there are now profes-

a victim, demonstrating the power of the troll.

sionals who specialize in identifying anony-

Finally, they reflect American values of strength

mous commenters online, utilizing social foren-

and independence, while also rejecting the cul-

sics and legal counseling tactics. These people

tural tendencies with which they disagree, such

have been referred to as “bounty hunters for the

as consumerism. Overall, American culture

digital era” (Heussner, 2010). Their tactics can

does little to dissuade trolling. With the focus

assist dealing with existing trolls. Still, it would

on masculinity and free speech, it is not difficult

be preferable to prevent the act from ever occur-

to see how these ideals could combine in dan-

ring and to dissuade new people from posting

gerous ways. To truly eliminate the appeal of

abusive comments. As noted previously, most

this behavior, more than cyber bullying classes

trolls are younger, at an age where they have

and Twitter security is perhaps needed. To teach

leisure time and are technology-savvy. When

people to not enjoy others’ pain and to eliminate
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the desire for dominance and gender-policing, a
much greater shift may be required.
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In the era of haphazard proclamations that credi-

and violent infections (Haverkos and Curran, 1982). It

ble journalism is “fake news” and conspiracy theories

was clear to a plethora of healthcare professionals that

sensationalizing real-world events, it is clear that in-

an epidemic was brewing within the United States, but

formation is no longer made to inform the masses, but

it would be a year until the mysterious illness would

to be shared by the masses. Newsworthy events are

have a name, and two more years until the virus caus-

blown out of proportion and exaggerated to the point

ing the illness would be identified as what we now

of near absurdity, or even worse, distorted to create

know as HIV, or Human Immunodeficiency Virus. By

a conspiracy. However, this phenomenon is not new.

the end of 1984, there had been 7,699 confirmed AIDS

For decades, the AIDS epidemic has been manipulat-

cases and 3,665 AIDS related deaths in the USA (Ri-

ed to become the catalyst for huge conspiracies. Some

elly, 2009).

conspiracies gained so much momentum in the general

As previously mentioned, the epidemic was not

public that the epidemic has been considered a hoax

contained within the United States alone. By 1999,

to some, and altogether denied by others. Those who

the World Health Organization’s World Health Report

denied the epidemic’s severity spread misinformation

had stated that AIDS was the fourth biggest cause of

so effectively that even those affected with AIDS be-

death worldwide, and an estimated 33 million peo-

lieved that the scientific consensus was wrong. Even

ple were living with HIV at the time (WHO, 1999).

more concerning, these conspiracies were not just

The epidemic took the biggest toll on the continent

orchestrated by crazed internet trolls or sketchy jour-

of Africa, wherein the same WHO Health Report an-

nalists vying for clicks but by reputable scientists. By

nounced AIDS as the number one cause of death in

analyzing strategies used by AIDS denialists, we can

Africa (WHO, 1999). 1999 is also the year that Thabo

hope to understand how the permeation of AIDS deni-

Mbeki—an avid AIDS denialist—became president of

alism came to be.

South Africa. In this moment, AIDS denialism both

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) has

entered the mainstream and began tallying a death

been thought to exist since the 1920s. According to

count. With such a strong backing to the AIDS denial-

Mann, it is thought that by 1980 the virus had spread to

ism movement millions would die from a lack of med-

five continents and had infected between 100,000 and

ical treatment that was thought to be justified.

300,000 individuals worldwide (1989). The United

AIDS Denialists and Anti-Denialists

States’ relationship with AIDS changed in 1981 when

The circumstances under which the AIDS epidemic

a report detailed that five previously healthy gay men

was conceived are sure to spark controversy and de-

became suddenly ill with an extremely rare lung in-

bate. In the United States, the early research into AIDS

fection, Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia (PCP), and

had split into branches with different proposals on

died (A Timeline of HIV and AIDS, 2018). After the

how the HIV virus was spread, if it caused AIDS, and

report was published, the Centers for Disease Control

if there was any hope for treatment. In times of cri-

(CDC) was flooded with similar reports of young gay

sis, certainly there is room for dissent from scientific

men becoming mysteriously infected with rare cancers

consensus, whether or not one is an active participant
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in the medical community. Dissent is a vital part of

whose lives were changed for the better once actively

the scientific process; it is through the process of fal-

using HIV-specific medication for treatment.

sification that a scientific theory is developed that is

However far HIV and AIDS related science had

closer to the truth than before. While dissent has an

come, the denialism movement seemed to continue to

important place in science, it can become dangerous

thrive in recent years. In a survey of gay individuals

and irresponsible when exercised radically. The AIDS

during Pride parades taken in 2005, it was found that

epidemic, like other medical controversies such as an-

around one-third of attendees doubted that HIV causes

ti-vaccination, had retained its fair share of dissenters

AIDS (Meylakhs, Rykov, Koltsova, & Koltsov, 2014).

after scientific consensus was achieved in the medi-

Additionally, a separate study found “HIV [positive

cal field. The consensus states that HIV is the cause

people] of African-American background … showed

of AIDS and that HIV can be treated with medications

that one in five participants believed that there is no

such as standard antiretroviral therapy (ART), which

proof that HIV causes AIDS and that HIV medicines

can stop both symptoms and transmission of HIV.

do more harm than good” (Meylakhs et al, 2014). If

Dissenters take a number of forms within the AIDS

the science is clear, then why do so many individuals

controversy. Some deniers refute the existence of HIV

buy into the AIDS denialism movement? To answer

at all with many considering HIV harmless and some-

this question, we must consider the tactics of legitima-

thing that does not actually cause AIDS. Among these

tion employed by denialists.

groups, AIDS is thought to be caused by HIV medication or by simple recreational drug use. With some

Tactics of AIDs Denialism Legitimation:
Inconcludability

denying that HIV is spread through sexual or blood

The inconcludability tactic is commonly used in

contact, the cause of the spread of HIV is also up for

manufactured controversies to legitimate one’s claims

debate within these communities. As we will discuss,

that no one side is closer to the truth than the other.

this dissent from the scientific consensus is not due to

This is generally achieved by continuing to question

a mere scientific rift, but rather the rejection of the sci-

the available data, calling for more data or research

ence of AIDS altogether. For this reason, we will more

before a conclusion can be made, or referring to data

aptly call this group denialists.

taken by opponents to be flawed. This, in turn, necessi-

Anti-denialists are those who generally make at-

tates further research on both sides. For the inconclud-

tempts to stop the misinformation spread by denial-

ability tactic of legitimation to be truly effective, there

ists. Anti-denialists adhere to the scientific consensus

must be some sort of publicly perceived “expert” on

around HIV and AIDS, arguing that the scientific evi-

the subject in support of the dissent. The AIDS denial-

dence is undeniable. Many of those who identify spe-

ist movement had exactly the face of scientific dissent

cifically as anti-denialists within the controversy are

they needed: University of California Berkeley profes-

scientists who have worked closely with the HIV virus

sor, Peter Duesberg. He is a member of the National

or those who were once denialists themselves. These

Academy of Sciences and the first person to isolate a

converted denialists are typically HIV-positive laymen

cancer gene, which certainly gives him scientific credi-
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bility in the eyes of the general public (Nattrass, 2007).

The numbers were split evenly between AIDS denial-

Where Duesberg fails in credibility is the fact that

ists and scientists who were in favor of the consensus

he never actually worked with HIV or AIDS during

(Mbeki Details Quest to Grasp South Africa’s AIDS

his studies, yet he was responsible for creating one

Disaster, 2000). However, it was the argument of the

of the most prevalent AIDS denialist theories in the

AIDS denialists who Mbeki listened to more closely,

United States. Duesberg hypothesized that HIV does

for he doubted that the conventional wisdom (read:

not cause AIDS, and HIV is merely a harmless pas-

scientific consensus) that was being repeated to him

senger virus or a virus that is present but has no effect

was not enough, he demanded more research (Mbe-

on a disease (Duesberg, 2003). Based on correlation-

ki digs in on Aids, 2000). Mbeki had understood that

al data in the 1980s that shows high recreational drug

AIDS may have had some connection to HIV, but he

use among those in the United States who contracted

was also convinced it would not be the only factor, cit-

the HIV virus, Duesberg claims that it is recreational

ing malnutrition and poverty as factors that contribut-

drug use that is the primary cause of AIDS (Duesberg,

ed just as much to cases of extreme illness (Mbeki digs

2003). Duesberg’s claims were refuted by the scientif-

in on Aids, 2000). It is estimated that Mbeki’s AIDS

ic community, but they found a group willing to listen

denialism and subsequent policy decisions based on

within the public. Duesberg then took to the media,

this ideology have caused upwards of 330,000 unnec-

and according to Nattrass, “His cause was assisted

essary AIDS-related deaths in South Africa (Ceccarel-

substantially by The Sunday Times in London from

li, 2011).

1992 to 1994, when the science editor ran many long
pieces attempting to discredit AIDS science” (2007).

Tactics of AIDs Denialism Legitimation:
The Fraud Hypothesis

Credited AIDS scientists heard of Duesberg’s hypoth-

The fraud hypothesis is a tactic that AIDS denialists

esis and published refutations, and although the pur-

use against those who support the scientific consen-

poses of the papers were to straighten out the facts, it

sus. It frames the experts as frauds who are attempting

was considered to the general public to be a “debate”

some sort of cover-up or as though they simply do not

(Cohen, 1994). As the hypothesis picked up steam,

know what they are talking about. More frequently,

other denialists joined the movement.

the fraud hypothesis takes the form of labelling the

Despite refutation, the scientific community failed

pharmaceutical industry and all scientists working un-

to truly affect Duesberg in any meaningful way, as he

der pharmaceuticals as the frauds. The most popular

continued to spout the same, nearly unchanged the-

and prevalent conspiracy theory states that the United

ories. Nattrass argues that Duesberg capitalized on

States government invented AIDS accidentally by ex-

and exploited the aspect of uncertainty within those

perimenting with vaccines on vulnerable populations

affected by AIDS (2007). In 1999, Duesberg and other

(Heller, 2015). Those who tout this conspiracy frame

AIDS denialists were invited to join Thabo Mbeki’s

the scientists involved with the experiments as fully

Presidential Advisory Panel on AIDS (Mbeki Details

knowing how severe the AIDS epidemic would be-

Quest to Grasp South Africa’s AIDS Disaster, 2000).

come. They conclude that the scientists involved are
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covering-up their mistakes by blaming AIDS on some
has two distinct versions, each with substantial, world-

November 1978 to October 1979. Similar gay
experiments were conducted in San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Denver, St. Louis, and Chicago,
beginning in 1980. The AIDS epidemic broke

wide AIDS denialist followings.

out shortly thereafter. (Cantwell, 1998)

other phenomenon. Perhaps ironically, this conspiracy

The first conspiracy is known as the OPV AIDS hy-

Although similar to the OPV hypothesis, this con-

pothesis. The conspiracy states that the United States

spiracy theory is evidently much more popular, even in

government was developing an oral polio vaccine

2018. It is easy to see why this conspiracy has stuck:

(OPV) grown through chimpanzee tissue cultures, and

much of Cantwell’s argument is factually plausible.

this vaccine was then administered to a large popula-

Cantwell was correct in his assertion that Wolf Szmu-

tion of Africans in the late 1950s. The timing is partic-

ness’s vaccine for Hepatitis B did in fact target young

ularly pertinent to this conspiracy due to the fact that

homosexuals (Altman, 1982). However Szmuness tar-

AIDS is believed to have originated in Africa around

geted young gay men because “homosexuals had been

1937, and blew up into a pandemic by the 1980s (Faria

found to have a risk of developing hepatitis B that is

et al, 2014). The 1950s date of the OPV AIDS hypoth-

10 times greater than that for the population in gener-

esis falls neatly into when AIDS would have begun

al” (Altman, 1982). Szmuness was successful in his

spreading consistently within Africa. This conspiracy

Hepatitis B vaccine, and no evidence has been brought

was refuted nearly instantly, and scientists who were

forward stating that there was any connection to HIV

blamed for creating AIDS this way sued publishers of

within Szmuness’s lab. The timing of the vaccinations

the conspiracy for defamation of character, with legal

with the gay population and the AIDS epidemic in

damages of just $1 (Martin, 2003). The hypothesis

the United States can make believing this conspiracy

was considered but ultimately rejected by the whole of

tempting. Nevertheless, there is no sufficient evidence

the scientific community for inconsistencies with the

to support Cantwell’s claims.

known facts and epidemiology of HIV at the time.

Although not a western-manufactured conspiracy

The second conspiracy of the same kind involves

like the others, it would do the discussion of AIDS

a similar story, known as the HBV theory. This con-

denialism a disservice if Operation INFEKTION was

spiracy theory was started by a dermatologist, Alan

not, at least briefly, discussed. According to Thomas

Cantwell, who states that a dangerous, experimental

Boghardt, Operation INFEKTION was a Soviet Bloc

Hepatitis B vaccine created by Dr. Wolf Szmuness was

propaganda campaign whose goal was to implicate

the cause of the AIDS epidemic (Cantwell, 1998). Ac-

that the United States government was solely respon-

cording to Cantwell, the experiments for the vaccines

sible for the manufacturing and spreading of the HIV

specifically targeted young, gay, white men in order

virus (2009). “Once the AIDS conspiracy theory was

to avoid significant legal issues. In Cantwell’s own

lodged in the global subconscience [sic], it became

words,

a pandemic in its own right. Like any good story, it

A “cohort” of over a thousand young gays
was injected with the vaccine at the New York
Blood Center in Manhattan during the period
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traveled mostly by word of mouth, especially within
the most affected sub-groups” (Boghardt, 2009). The

Soviet Bloc took advantage of the nature of the human

rooted in misinformation about HIV treatments.

psyche by creating a conspiracy that required little ef-

Under AIDS denialism, it is orthodox to be an-

fort to permeate throughout the consciousness of the

ti-ARV treatments and thus anti-vaccination. Indeed,

world. In the Cold War era, any exclamation of fraud-

AIDS research, like research for other medical issues,

ulence—especially directed at the United States as a

has to be constructed in a way that can generate prof-

global power—was a major factor in producing fear

its—even if the profits are just enough to keep research

and swaying the trust of the people of the world.

efforts alive. This generally means that research is pri-

Tactics of AIDs Denialism Legitimation:
The Distorting Influence
of Money on Research

Following the same mindset behind AIDS denialists
using the fraud hypothesis to instill distrust of doctors

marily aimed towards achieving a successful vaccination. According to Jon Cohen’s 2008 article in Science,
vaccination efforts takes up 20% of all HIV and AIDS
funding, third only to 23% in therapeutics (treatment)
and 24% in training and infrastructure.

and of entire governments for manufacturing AIDS,

With treatment and vaccination comes the fear

the tactic behind the distorting influence of money

that because pharmaceutical companies are for profit,

on research is to instill distrust in the entire medical

the treatments and vaccinations available are secretly

establishment. This idea can be expressed more apt-

keeping people sick and only managing symptoms to

ly by what Cohen coins as “pharmanoia”: the rising

an extent that it keeps the individual coming back for

amount of distrust in the pharmaceutical industry

more medicine indefinitely. Actually, many AIDS de-

(2006). AIDS denialists will see their dissent as brav-

nialists go even farther in their assertion that the phar-

ery in combating against “Big Pharma”, and they see

maceutical industry is to be distrusted, arguing that

their offering of alternative medicines and treatments

taking HIV or AIDS medications is a death sentence,

as saving those afflicted with HIV or AIDS. Surely,

some claiming the pharmaceutical industry is com-

some distrust of pharmaceutical companies may be

mitting “genocide” against HIV-infected populations

warranted, especially when testing medicines on vul-

(Stop AIDS Genocide By the Drug Cartel, 2005). Nat-

nerable populations. Experimentation with drugs on

trass contests this particular fear, explaining, “Aside

prisoners, people of color, and gay populations was

from there being no evidence for this, the idea is inco-

a practice common throughout history. The pharma-

herent, because the profit motive driving pharmaceu-

ceutical industry can also be seen as malicious when

tical companies gives them an incentive to keep peo-

driving prices up for life-saving medications, and in

ple alive on chronic therapy as long as possible, not

these cases, distrust is earned. However, some of the

to kill them off quickly with dangerous drugs” (2007).

most famous AIDS-affected AIDS denialists are white,

Despite this refutation, the fear of the pharmaceutical

upper-middle class citizens who have no reason to fear

industry merely attempting to keep people alive and

pharmaceuticals for the reason of racial violence or

withholding a cure persists.

price gouging. For these individuals, such as author

While an individual may need treatment for life

Christine Maggiore, distrust of pharmaceuticals is

either way, the tactic of making it look like it is the
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result of corporate greed may drive individuals to-

the spread of HIV through safe sex, safe needle use,

wards alternative treatments. Alternative treatments

and using ARTs while pregnant and breastfeeding; and

for HIV and AIDS cover the basics, from homeopathy

5) AIDS was not manufactured purposefully by any

to changes in diet being touted as miracle cures (Natu-

group (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

ral Treatment of Immunodeficiency Disorders, 2018).

2018). Arguably the best tactic for delegitimizing the

Perhaps ironically, many AIDS denialists, such as the

AIDS denialist movement that anti-denialists have is

famous Christine Maggiore, generated extremely prof-

emphasizing the scientific consensus.

itable business in the ‘alternative medicine’ crowd,

Denialists—intentionally or not—misinterpret the

raking in profits at the expense of individuals not get-

science behind HIV and AIDS. According to an inter-

ting real treatment. The alternative medicinal approach

view with Tara Smith, a professor of Public Health at

may make AIDS-afflicted individuals comfortable in

Kent State,
They say HIV was never isolated. We give
them excellent electron micrographs of the virus. They say “OK, it’s a virus, but it doesn’t
cause disease.” They say that Koch’s postulates haven’t been proven to conclusively
show HIV causes AIDS. We give them examples of medical workers who were accidentally exposed to the virus and later developed
AIDS. They say they must have undisclosed
drug addictions or other causes for the immune
decline. They never accept the science—they
just keep changing the target of their disbelief.

the fact that they are not paying “Big Pharma” to manage their symptoms. However, this comfort is purely
psychological, and potentially short-lived. It should
be noted that Christine Maggiore died in 2008 at the
age of 53 after being treated for pneumonia (Christine Maggiore, vocal skeptic of AIDS research, dies at
52, 2008). Many believe Maggiore was afflicted with
Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia, an HIV-related infection, although the family has never requested an

(Anders, 2015)

autopsy (Christine Maggiore, vocal skeptic of AIDS

Indeed, the straight refusal to believe science by

research, dies at 52, 2008).

Tactics of AIDs Denialism

Delegitimation: Emphasize Scientific
Consensus

AIDS denialists is more often than not including some
misreading or misrepresentation of science. Nattrass
cites the misuse of the Padian study, in which low
transmission rates of HIV were found after sexual con-

While AIDS denialists have employed many tactics

tact (2007). However, the same study had individuals

to legitimize their claims about HIV and its connection

counseled to practice safe sex, including advice to use

(or lack thereof) to AIDS, those who stand within the

condoms (Nattrass, 2007). This fact is forgotten by

scientific consensus on the issue have employed their

AIDS denialists and the study is still touted as “proof”

own tactics to delegitimize the movement by organiz-

that sex does not cause HIV to spread, and thus, in their

ing campaigns to spread what they claim to be the in-

eyes, the scientific consensus must be wrong, or lying.

formation that is closer to the truth of the matter. This

However, AIDS denialists have always been a mi-

information being that 1) HIV causes AIDS; 2) HIV

nority, and the scientific community has overwhelm-

can be treated with ART treatments; 3) the benefits of

ingly sought to educate the public about what are

ART use outweigh the risks; 4) it is possible to limit

known to be the facts. AIDTruth.org, a website started
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in 2006, began as a response by doctors and research

Durban Declaration was a direct response to doubters

scientists who worked closely with HIV and AIDS re-

and stark AIDS denialists, and it brought enlighten-

search to refute the massive amount of misinformation

ment to those who were unsure about where scientific

spread online. Where journals and magazines were

community stood on the HIV issue.

Conclusion

once the avenue in which dissent and debate around
scientific controversies occurred, websites are now the

Although we have discussed at length the tactics

primary way in which the general public acquires their

used by AIDS denialists to convince the general public

information. According to the findings of Eysenbach

to adhere to its doctrines, the AIDS denialist move-

and Kohler, individuals seeking online health infor-

ment is, fortunately, smaller than ever before. South

mation inspect the first ten search results 97% of the

Africa—once the AIDS denialist capital of the world

time (2002). It is then essential for anti-denialist efforts

thanks to the propaganda spouted by President Mbe-

to exist online, and AIDSTruth.org became a primary

ki—is now the epicenter of AIDS treatment initiatives

source for debunking common misconceptions and re-

and anti-stigma campaigns (A Timeline of HIV and

framing the arguments made by AIDS denialists. The

AIDS, 2018). As of 2017, it is estimated that nearly 21

website makes the science behind the scientific consen-

million HIV positive individuals are on antiretroviral

sus on HIV and AIDS accessible to the general public

treatment, and almost three quarters of HIV positive

in a straightforward way. As of 2015, AIDSTruth.org

pregnant women have used antiretroviral treatment to

announced it would no longer be actively maintaining

prevent passing on HIV to their children (WHO).

its website, instead taking the form of an archive of

Nowadays, the AIDS denialism movement con-

all its articles (AIDSTruth: Our work is done, 2015).

tinues to inhabit online forums that generally target

According to the post, the team behind the website

those already predisposed to support conspiracy theo-

“believe [sic] that AIDS denialism died as an effective

ries. It no longer lives in the greater public debate, nor

political force” (AIDSTruth: Our work is done, 2015).

any country’s government. While the AIDS denialist

This is largely because the work behind emphasizing

movement is largely defeated, this does not mean we

the scientific consensus has been generally a success.

should stop studying just how it came to be in the first

In 2000, one year after Mbeki became president of

place. Now more than ever, it is vital to remain vigilant

South Africa and put together his Presidential Adviso-

about what information we consume, who is dissemi-

ry Panel on HIV and AIDS, the Durban Declaration

nating it, and who stands to profit from our ignorance.

was signed by over 5,000 doctors and scientists. The

The tactics above are still popular strategies for those

declaration stated that HIV was without a doubt the

who wish to spread “fake news” or insidious conspir-

cause of AIDS. The declaration required signatories to

acies, so allow the story of AIDS denialism to serve as

have either a doctorate degree or medical doctorate de-

a cautionary tale.

gree, and those who had possible conflicts of interest,
meaning those working in commercial industries, were
asked not to sign (The Durban Declaration, 2000). The
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Nicole Bonomo
Nicole Bonomo is currently
a sophomore majoring in Studio Arts at the University of
Pittsburgh. Born and raised in Pittsburgh, she has been involved in local
art competitions and activities within the city for many years; in her endeavors, she has won several awards. Nicole finds inspiration for her work in cartoons, foreign animation, and comic books. At Pitt, Nicole has learned new
methods and techniques from her professors and she believes her classes
are helping her reach her full potential. After she graduates, Nicole
hopes to further her studies by studying 2D animation.

Everyday, devastating events occur in this
country and around the world. When I turn on the news, I feel
sick and wonder why people cause destruction for their own benefit. I believe, as a species, we have done more damage to our planet and our own people
than we could ever hope to repair. As our oceans drown in filth and humans perish
at the hands of their brothers and sisters, we turn a blind eye to the devastation we
have wrought on our own planet. In this piece, I wanted to depict the filth and trash we
have accumulated that conceal the beauty of the humanized Earth. In the mix of this
garbage, I included imagery and text concerning things that have divided people over
the years. I made this piece because art helps me channel my thoughts and emotions when I’m feeling upset. As horrible events and practices become commonplace, I begin to lose hope; I believe this feeling of hopelessness is captured
in my pencil drawing. My drawing is not going to change the world, but I
hope it helps at least one person reflect on their actions and realize their
duty to their species and planet to strive for a better tomorrow.
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Anna Bajkowsky
Anna Bajkowsky is currently an Interdisciplinary Art student at the University of Pittsburgh at
Bradford. She works in studio, digital, and mixed media art,
while also experimenting in other focuses. She leads the university art club and works in the digital studio and ceramic labs as
a studio monitor and technician. Her interests are likely to
lead her to a career in animation or a more traditional
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art field.
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The core of my art focuses on expanding my world view and is heavily influenced
by my emotional state. My present “cute” style aesthetic
shapes the heart of my work, allowing content and meaning
to start to form. “The Thoughts Leave Alone” was made to
exemplify the feelings of being lost in yourself. With no
one to turn to, you feel you’ve lost a part of yourself.
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Abhignya is a senior at the University of Pittsburgh studying
Neuroscience, Nonfiction English Writing, and Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies. She is particularly interested in bioethics and the medical humanities. Her work focuses on bringing
an interdisciplinary lens to history, since history often informs how
people are perceived and valued in science and literature.
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“

At puberty girls were advised to take a great deal of bed rest in order to help 			
focus their strength on regulating their periods—though this might take years. Too much reading or
intellectual stimulation in the fragile stage of adolescence could result in permanent damage to the
reproductive organs, and sickly, irritable babies”.
								 (Ehrenreich & English, 2005, p. 140)

A

t puberty, priming and pruning begin the transformation from human to
woman. The concept of constructed
womanhood is not new—performativity theories have long postulated that gender is a construction. The foundation of this construction
and the direction of influence is complicated.
A self-identified woman is not entirely her own
creation, but rather a product of
compliance with or rejection of
the values imposed on her. Matriarchs, patriarchs, doctors,
and media begin crafting
the female body in both its
phys cal and social forms.
The autonomous woman has achieved her status through actively fighting against and redefining
the expectations of her.
Could this autonomy even
be considered authentic if it
involves a constant state of fighting rather than being?
Feminist scholars have explored
the female body for years as
the site of experimentation
and control by a patriarchal
society. The historic ideals
women internalized parallel
an evolution of expectation.
A sentimental maternal ideal prevailed between
the mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth century
that encouraged breastfeeding as a form of pleasure between mother and child (Doyle, 2011,
p. 959). The morality of motherhood was constructed around the ability to provide life and
guidance through her physical body. In the sexual realm, women’s pleasure was often neglected in an androcentric framework—women were
pawns in a search for male pleasure (Maines,

2001, p. 5). Historically, doctors and men have
ignored or abused the needs of women, whose
bodies were merely instruments responsible for
one-sided pleasure or the perpetuation of the human race.
Female sexuality and pleasure is a modern concept and
until recently, self-proclaimed
medical “experts” maintained that
women exist in a natural state of inferiority and invalidity stemming from
their biology. Edward Clarke, a doctor,
published a work in 1884 titled Sex in
Education that claimed women are not
inferior, they are simply equipped
with different physiological characteristics that limit what they can
achieve.
Clarke masks his subordination
of women in a biological essentialist argument: it is not that women
are inferior, it is that they are naturally capable and incapable of different tasks. History proves otherwise.
The evolving definition of womanhood reveals an attempt at naturalizing social and medical perspectives.
What a woman ought to be,
what a woman ought to do, what
a woman ought to become—essentialist arguments have long dictated what womanhood should
embody. A history of controlling
women through unsubstantiated science has shaped how women are assembled.
By considering texts and films that have
provided commentary on humanity and its
origins in the human body, it becomes evident that constructing a woman is more complicated than constructing a human. Perhaps the two are different species entirely.
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Standardizing and Medicalizing the
Female Body
The feminine image has shifted of-

8

ten, and the standards women
were held to often depended on the sentiment
of the time. Historically inconsistent

7

notions of femininity provide an opportunity
to destabilize essentialist arguments.
The quintessential woman is not simply a

6

5

4

3

2

1

sum of all her physiological parts and the limitations that ensue. If she were, ideal woman-

“‘An adolescent girl needed a bra in order to prevent
sagging
breasts,
stretched blood vessels, and poor circulation, all of which would
create problems in nursing
her future children’”.
-Joan Jacobs Brumberg, referencing a 1952 article by
physician Frank H. Crowell in
“Breast Buds and the ‘Training’ Bra”

hood would not have changed so drastically. If

The association of breasts with successful

intrinsic traits demand that women are inferior

motherhood cultivated a false narrative that

because they are wired differently, the modern

fertility is linked to breasts. Whereas women

woman would be incapable of reading, writing,

were previously objects of reproduction due to

or thinking without dire consequences. No part

their sexual organs, they suddenly were targeted

of the woman, human, or otherwise has been

for much more external representations of per-

spared scrutiny. While sexual organs, such as

ceived fertility.

the vagina, have been eroticized for obvious

Although fertility had always been consid-

reasons, the history of the breasts provides a

ered attractive, physicians began corroborating

more nuanced reflection of objectification.

that breasts can measure fertility.

After centuries of eroticizing women’s bod-

The onslaught of the modern bra brought with

ies for their immediate reproductive potential,

it more consequences than sexualizing a body

the next targets were the breasts, which bore the

part; it marked the beginning of standardizing

great responsibility of feeding children and the

women’s sizes. When families stopped stitching

sexual fantasies of men. Until the 1950s, breasts

their own clothing and relying on factories for

were sensual not for their erotic nature but rath-

producing their garments, the convenience of

er their role in constructing the committed, mor-

reducing female anatomy into letters took over

al mother.

(Brumberg, 2014, p. 205).
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This mammary revolution was fueled by
doctors and companies seeking to profit off of
young women and their insecurities about their
ability to attract men and bear children, two indicators of a “real” woman.
Bras were marketed as medical devices.
Adolescent girls were not warned about the
hardships of puberty but rather conditioned to
see the process as a precursor to motherhood.
The beginning of puberty became synonymous
with the beginning of being able to “train”
breasts with bras in order to prepare for successful childbearing. The glamour of developing
breasts like Marilyn Monroe was something to
look forward to, and young women were unaware of the cramping, crying, and bleeding
that ensued.

“The loftiest ideal of
humanity, rejecting all
comparisons of inferiority and superiority between
the sexes, demands that each
be perfect in its kind, and
not be hindered in its best
work. The lily is not inferior
to the rose, nor the oak superior to clover: yet the
glory of the lily is one,
and the glory of the oak
is another; and the use
of the oak is not
the use of a clover”
(Clarke, 1884, p.
15)
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THE MAIDEN’S VOW
I WILL AVOID EQUATIONS

AND SHUN THE NAUGHTY SURD
I MUST BEWARE THE PERFECT SQUARE
THROUGH IT YOUNG GIRLS HAVE ERRED
AND WHEN MEN MENTION RULE OF THREE

PRETEND I HAVE NOT HEARD.
								(Ehrenreich & English, 2005, p. 144)
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(Ehrenreich & English, 2005, p. 154)

“FOR DECADES INTO THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY, DOCTORS WOULD CONTINUE TO VIEW MENSTRUATION, PREGNANCY, AND MENOPAUSE AS PHYSICAL
DISEASES AND INTELLECTUAL LIABILITIES”.

E

WHAT A WOMAN SHOULD NOT DO
Dr. Edward H. Clarke produced what Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English call “the great uterine manifesto of the nineteenth century” (2005, p. 140). What sounds like a medical breakthrough
about uteri and female health was actually a published document stating that “higher education
would cause women’s uteruses to atrophy” (Ehrenreich & English, 2005, p. 140). For centuries,
men kept women in the household by diagnosing them with a perpetual state of sickness arising
from their ovaries.
This phenomena, referred to by Ehrenreich and English as the “psychology of the ovary” is a
concept that a woman’s entire being is controlled by her ovaries and nothing else (2005, p. 133).
While men could be riddled with diseases and plagues, women’s sickness was entirely self-inflicted. Despite this concentration on inherent biological features as the source of all problems and the
basis for their sexualization, women were not granted any inherent sexuality.
The constant battle between uterus and brain (which is complicated because the uterus controls
the brain, according to

doctors of the time) led doctors to set guidelines for which

sexual urges

women should follow and

which

they should

suppress.

Men were

subject to similar

scrutiny regard-

ing masturbation,

but doctors finally

came to a consen-

sus: Men can follow

the urges as expressed

by their brains, but they

must do so with discre-

tion because they have

other endeavors to put their enerand success. Women who follow their urges, however, are

sperm-draining vampire[s]”

“

gy

into, such as their careers
“oversexed” and therefore
who would steal a man’s

essence and emasculate him (Ehrenreich & English, 2005,

p. 139).

This led to doctors medicalizing sexual overactivity while

allowing husbands to still

control and use their wives’ bodies. On the other side of

the spectrum was sexual inactivity,

which was similarly pathologized.
At the end of this discussion was only one conclusion: women live in a constant state of sickness.
The only solution was often an ovariectomy or clitoridectomy to prevent pleasure altogether.
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WHAT A WOMAN OUGHT TO DO
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English capture the shift in medicine when doctors finally realized what women’s bodies were capable of in one sentence:
“The experts of the twentieth century
energy: the question would no lonrather, what a woman ought to do”

would accept woman’s intelligence and
ger be what a woman could do, but,
(2005, p. 154).

The true crimes against women

began when doctors stopped

being wrong about women’s

bodies but rather ignored their

knowledge about them. Women

were still subject to abuse

by doctors. Their ovaries and

uteri provided an opportunity

for experimentation of med-

ical techniques and drugs.

This evokes sentiments of the

grave-digging anatomists

whose violation of dead bodies is

currently seen as essential to

advancing medicine. Can the same be

said about women’s health?

Can the centuries of vague diagnoses

that led to women’s deaths

and lifelong depressions be seen as

“essential” to modern medi-

cine? While grave-diggers advanced

modern understanding of the

body, male gynecologists used women’s

bodies to confirm their own pre-

conceived notions about the female exis-

tence. This inadequate approach

to women’s health reveals the amount of

time society has spent attempting

in
their own bodies.
to construct women by keeping them

At the end of the day, women ought to

the dark about
be: mothers, caretakers, capable of

running a household, but they must do so

while aware that they are physi-

cally and mentally weak, constantly at the

mercy of doctors and husbands.

With this knowledge, it is imperative

to consider literature that has

provided alternate views on human existence and

how the inferior female body

functions in these pieces.
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Puberty Envy &
Childbearing
The female androids of Do Androids Dream
of Electric Sheep? by Philip K. Dick challenge
one of the most fundamental concepts of feminist theory because they are born as full-grown
women. Set in a post-apocalyptic United States,
the novel explores the tense relationship between the humans and androids. Androids are
actively hunted by the humans, presumably in
an attempt to restore humanity. The androids
are not easily detected since they appear to be
human until proven otherwise by empathy tests.
The female androids appear to be women.
In a world that devalues their validity due
to their origin, they
deal with the double
oppression of being
non-human women.
A common theme
amongst these women, regardless of their
purpose, was an envy
for human womanhood, specifically through relationships, puberty, and childbearing. The painting by Edvard
Munch becomes a symbol of desire.
The envy surrounding puberty and development in the novel is supposedly an envy for the
human-woman-experience, but it raises bigger
questions. Puberty is not just a time for developing breasts and sex urges, it is a period of
immense impressionability for young women.
According to science, womanhood is not simply being able to bear children, it is living a life

0101001000011
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of oppression that is guaranteed due to
their bodies. Is the societal conditioning that
women go through what makes them authentic?
If so, the female androids are more human than
they think.
Each android is made with a purpose. Rachael
Rosen’s existence as a femme fatale turned occasional philanthropic sex worker is a testament
to that. The biggest difference between human
and android puberty is that humans must suffer
through it, while androids are born after all the
developing has been done. Androids are blatantly used for their
bodies because the
potential for childbearing is nonexistent. Historic arguments that women
are inferior because
of their biology fall
apart in this world.
Rather, women are
largely valued for
their bodies and childbearing, reducing them
down to their physiology. This inferiority is not
inherent; it is imposed.
Androids are impressionable and vulnerable,
their blank-slatedness providing opportunities
for intervention. This leaves them open to being
influenced by evident trends in society, such as
constructing womanhood around puberty and
childbearing. They become a reflection of the
expectations surrounding them.
Both human and android women are built

achieved and transcended it. They are already
seen as inferior due to their machine-qualities,
but they possess a strength that human men fear
for they cannot be domesticated. While they

hypothetical biopolitical feminism identifies the
combination of woman and machine as an opportunity for agency that cannot be achieved by
fully human women (Haraway, 2016, p. 8). It is
a crossover of nature and technology that can
provide the only true resistance to the ever-present patriarchy.
In this sense, the female androids who crave
the status of human womanhood have already

crave human womanhood, they can exist without the expectation of intrinsic inferiority. Rather than battle the two-sided nature of inherent
inferiority arguments linked with external expectation, they become the site for identifying
and rejecting socially-imposed considerations.
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by other hands, so what is it that the androids
really want?
Donna Haraway’s Cyborg Manifesto sees
machine-women as the beings of the future. Her

“ONE
IS
NOT
BORN, 			
BUT							
		
RATHER
							 BECOMES,
		
							 A
						WOMAN”
Simone
de Beauvoir
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POLL
DOES IT TAKE A “FREAK” TO SEE WOMEN IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT?
					YES 					 APPARENTLY

Womanhood as a Literal Construction
The 1991 mystery film, Silence of the
Lambs, provides a twisted view on womanhood as a literal construction. Buffalo Bill is a
murderer who is being investigated by the FBI
for killing women in a particularly gruesome
fashion. Buffalo Bill’s string of murders and
skinnings, all in an attempt to create a suit of
female skin, was the punchline to the film.
Clarice, a female student of the FBI Academy,
is watched and degraded by other men, as she
attempts to track down Buffalo Bill by convincing an imprisoned Hannibal Lecter to give
her information.
Buffalo Bill, however, also provides an
important perspective on how women are constructed, at least in his eyes. He found value in
women for what they have, not what they can
do for him. For him, true womanhood comes
from the skin a woman wears and the gaze that
follows. There is a certain irony when abuse
stems from something at skin-level, especially
after centuries of picking apart women at the
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ovarian-level.
Buffalo Bill arguably covets what it looks
like female existence is. He covets what he
sees everyday when a woman is objectified and
sexualized. This outside-in approach to womanhood is refreshing, yet unsettling. In crafting
the suit, Buffalo Bill is inadvertently validating
the abuse women have endured as sexualized
objects.
Hannibal Lecter’s approach to the female
body also differs from the norm. Rather than
simply seeing a woman, he sees merit in her
mind and her nutritional value. While his cannibalism is a sticky point in his character, he
spends time on women in a way that most male
characters in the movie do not. He picks apart
Clarice at brain-level instead. In a prison full of
masturbating catcallers, Lecter greets Clarice
with a level of professionalism and respect that
she does not find anywhere else in the movie—
even from non-cannibals.
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Zev Woskoff
Zev Woskoff is an independent artist, scenic designer, director, and actor. He has designed
posters for theatrical productions at the University of Pittsburgh,
the Cincinnati Fringe Festival, and Pittsburgh Classic Players. He has
also done graphic work for academic departments and university clubs
in Pittsburgh and Milwaukee. Zev is currently earning a B.A. in Studio
Arts and Theatre Arts from the University of Pittsburgh. His artistic focuses are improvisational, stream-of-consciousness art, and
devised performance. His further interests include theatrical
directing, acting, and scenic design.
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Much of my recent work has focused on
improvisational exploration of creation through loss of
agency. By working quickly and without any preliminary sketching, I free myself from the worry of making mistakes and instead focus on the joy of the process of making itself. My goal in each piece
is to create a balanced area imbued with contrasting senses of childlike play and deep complexity. In “Bork”, I build a balanced duality
between the texture of figures and the texture of space, while in
“And They All Stood Agog”, I balance layers of color, shape,
and line to create a chaotic world of loose characters.
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Want to be Published?
Call for Submissions
Forbes & Fifth, the undergraduate journal of the Dietrich School of Arts and
Sciences, is seeking submissions for its 14th issue, Spring 2018. Submissions will be accepted from all schools and disciplines and from any accredited undergraduate university in the world.
Both the scholarly and creative work will be considered. Recent topics have
included adventure games, architecture, political diagnoses, contemporary
cinema, creative writing pieces, and art submissions such as photography
and screen prints.

Forbes & Fifth is open to all schools worldwide.
We publish twice yearly (in April and December).
Work may orginate from a prompt, but it must be unique and original.
Questions? Want to submit?

Forbes5@pitt.edu
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